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General Introduction 
Over the last three decades high energy physics has emerged as a 
f ield of rapidly increasing importance for the understanding of the 
structure of matter and of the basic forces involved. Essential for 
this development has been the construction of better and better 
accelerators, which gave rise to the discovery of many new, mostly very 
unstable, elementary particles produced in high energy co l l i s ions . 
Practically a l l of these belonged to the group of strongly interacting 
particles called hadrons and could be arranged in two major subclasses: 
the baryons like the proton and neutron having half-integer spins, and 
the mesons like the pion with integer spins. With their ever growing 
number, however, one began to doubt a l l these baryonic and mesonic 
states to be fundamental. They rather seemed to be orbital and radial 
excitations of composite systems consisting of some superelementary 
ent i t i e s . Several theoretical models involving such basic constituents 
were developed in the late f i f t i es and the early s i x t i e s , whereof the 
quark model of Gell-Mann and Zwelg [Ge 64, Zw 64] turned out to be 
the most successful. With this model the large number of hadrons, 
their grouping into SO(3)-multiplets, and moreover a l l their quantum 
numbers could be explained in a sinçle way by assuming baryons to be 
built up out of three so-called quarks and mesons out of one quark 
and one antiquark. These quarks were supposed to be fractionally 
diarged spin 1/2 partons occurring in three varieties or 'flavours', 
namely 'up', 'down' and 'strange'. Despite the negative results of 
i 
free-quark searches* many indirect experimental indications for their 
existence made quarks become more and more accepted as being not merely 
mathematical objects, but really physical particles. Together with the 
leptons, i.e. the electron, nmon, tauon, and the neutrinos, quarks had 
made some order out of the chaos of the elementary particle zoo. 
Nevertheless several questions remained unanswered. Why did quarks 
seem to hide within the safe boundaries of a hadron? And why only in 
constellations of three quarks or one quark and one antiquark? How to 
explain the great mass difference between particles with the same 
quark content but different spins as for example the ρ-meson and the 
pion? Furthermore there was the famous statistics problem of baryons 
seemingly requiring quarks to behave as bosons in spite of their 
half-integer spins. Of course the simple quark model, lacking any 
dynamics, could hardly furnish the solutions to these problems. At 
least some insight was needed in the nature of the interactions between 
quarks. Significant progress was made with the introduction of a new 
quantity called colour as a source for these interactions [Na 66]. 
According to this idea quarks were supplied with an extra, nonadditive 
quantum number belonging to an exact SU(3) colour symmetry group (in 
contrast to the broken SU(3) flavour group). Hadrons and (anti)quarks 
would then be irreducible singlet and (anti)triplet representations of 
SU(3) respectively. This solved the statistics problem and yielded the 
extra factors needed to make the theoretical тг •* γγ decay width and 
*At present only the persistently positive results in measuring frac­
tional charges by Fairbank's Group at Stanford [LaR 77, LaR 79, LaR 
81] might suggest the existence of free quarks. 
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e e •*• hadrons / е е ·* ν ν cross section ratio agree with experiment. 
The solving of the problem why quarks only appeared in mesons and 
baryons was reduced to the understanding why merely colourless systems 
could exist as free physical states. As for the ensuing gauge theory, 
involving an octet of massless gauge bosons, later called gluons, one 
was stuck because of its nonabelian structure making renormalization 
of the theory highly problematic. The development of a model for the 
unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions, combining the 
concept of nonabelian gauge theories with the mechanism of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking, often referred to as Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model 
[Gl 61, We 67, Sa 68], intensified the interest and theoretical research 
in this field. The proof of general renormalizability of nonabelian 
gauge theories by 't Hooft using the technique of dimensional regulari-
zation [Ho 71], finally offered a tool to handle these theories. 
Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) [Fr 72], as the quantum field theory of 
colour was named, now gained wide attention of high energy physicists 
all over the world. Many QCD calculations were performed to learn 
about all its properties, which already soon led to the discovery of a 
common feature of nonabelian gauge theories in general, at least in 
3 + 1 dimensions, and QCD in particular, namely the logarithmic decrease 
and ultimate vanishing of the dimensionless coupling constant at high 
energies, a phenomenon called asymptotic freedom [Po 73, Gr 73, Co 73]. 
This was a twofold success, because first of all it was in agreement 
with observations made in deep inelastic electron-proton scattering 
experiments [BJ 69] and moreover it supported the validity of pertur­
bative QCD calculations in the high energy sector. However, investiga­
tions on the low-energy / long-range behaviour of the theory, which 
iii 
should account for 'confinement', the hadronic inprisonment of quarks, 
developed much less favourably. In this domain the strong coupling 
constant being of the order of unity did not allow a perturbative 
treatment of QCD. Several nonperturbative approaches were then develop­
ed, most notably lattice gauge theory [Wi 74], studies of the QCD 
vacuum with instanten, meron or magnetic monopole solutions [Gr 79, Ol 
79], and geometrical models [Fu 76, Sa 77, Sa 78, Be 79], up to now 
without spectacular results, though some progress has been made. 
In this situation where it looked as if a fundamental theory of 
strong interactions had been found though one with essential inherent 
difficulties, it was just a matter of course that various phenomenolo-
gical models arose, which should cover those aspects of the theory 
that could not (yet) be derived or dealt with. Accordingly quark models 
with built-in confinement sprang up like mushrooms over the past eight 
years. Among these two classes could be distinguished, viz. the boundary 
or 'bag' models, of which the MIT model [ch 74, DeG 75] was the most 
attractive and successful, and the potential models as for example the 
Karl-Isgur model [is 77, Is 78]. The discovery of a fourth and a fifth 
quark flavour, 'charm' [Aub 74, Aug 74] and 'bottom' or 'beauty' [Hom 
76, He 77], the former of which already had been proposed by theoreti­
cians in order to account for the absence of strangeness changing 
neutral currents [В] 64, Gl 70], gave an extra boost to the develop­
ment of potential models. The main reason for this was the heaviness 
of these quarks, which might allow a nonrelativistic treatment of 
'charmonium' and 'beautonium', i.e. mesons consisting of quark-anti-
quark pairs of the new flavours. As many additional charmonium and 
later on also beautonium levels were found, heavy quark spectroscopy 
iv 
became a very important and also popular branch of hadron physics. 
Whenever one is discussing quark confinement, it should be kept in 
mind that hadrons are not necessarily stable with respect to strong 
interactions. On the contrary, most baryons and mesons can decay with 
-23 lifetimes of the order of 10 sec. into hadronic final states of two 
or more particles, giving rise to decay widths of a few, up to hundreds 
of MeV. The vast majority of these decay processes can consistently be 
described by the assumption that one or more quark-antiquark pairs are 
created out of the vacuum [мі 69, Ca 70]. Since all stages of such 
decays only involve colour singlet states, there is no conflict with 
the principle of colour confinement. Strong decay is an aspect of 
hadron spectroscopy to which persistently little attention has been 
paid in quark models. On the one side this approach is understandable 
in view of the various difficulties to incorporate it in a still 
workable scheme. On the other hand one should realize that the results 
of models which treat hadrons as stable particles might be sapped for 
the emission of it. At present the rather odd situation sometimes 
occurs where very detailed potential models make predictions about the 
fine structure of the spectra of broad resonances with widths of hundred 
or more MeV. 
In this thesis a phenomenological quark model of mesons will be 
presented, which attempts to combine the concepts of quark confinement 
and strong decay. This is effectuated by making use of the coupled 
channel Schrödinger formalism, according to which a permanently closed 
channel describing a confined quark-antiquark (qq) pair is coupled 
with several two-meson scattering channels. For the confining potential 
a harmonic oscillator with constant frequency is taken, which choice 
ν 
will be amply discussed and argued in the opening of chapter one. As 
for the scattering channels only OZI-allowed [ok 63, Zw 64, li 66] 
decays involving two pseudo-scalar or vector mesons with no mutual 
interactions are considered. In order to cope with the relatlvistic 
velocities of the mesons in some decay channels kinematically relativis-
tic adaptations are implemented. The communication between the qq 
channel and the two-meson channels is supposed to take place via the 
above-mentioned quark pair creation or ' Ρ ' mechanism. A transition 
potential which may describe this communication is constructed. For 
the splitting of pseudo-scalar and vector mesons a semi-phenomenologic-
al spin-spin interaction is introduced, which should stem from lowest 
order QCD. The coupled channel equations are solved using the technique 
of approximating the transition potential by a fairly large number of 
spherical delta functions, which allows the obtainment of an analytic 
expression for the S-matrix. This is essential for the manageability 
of the bound-state and resonance S-matnx poles. The results concerning 
masses, widths, scattering quantities, etc. will be compared with 
experiment and discussed. 
The content of this thesis is as follows : In chapter I the model 
with all its ingredients is presented and the equations are solved. 
Chapter II covers various aspects of the finding and tracing of S-matrix 
poles including numerical and programming techniques. In chapter III, 
finally, the results are given and, where possible, compared with the 
data. 
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Preliminary: Elementary Particles 
At present quarks and leptons, together with their antiparticles, 
are widely thought tobe the elementary constituents of matter. Quarks 
are strongly interacting spin 1/2 particles, occurring in five variet­
ies or flavours. They are tabulated with their names and quantum 
numbers in table A. 
Symbol 
u 
d 
s 
с 
Ь 
Name 
up 
down 
strange 
charm 
bottom 
Q 
2 
3 e 
1 
-3 e 
1 
- 3 е 
2 
з
е 
1 
- з
е 
I 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
із 
1 
2 
1 
" 2 
0 
0 
0 
Y 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
" 3 
0 
0 
s 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
с 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
в 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Table A: Quark flavours and their quantum nimbers. 
Here the symbols Q, I, I3, Y, S, С and В respectively stand for 
charge, isospin, third component of isospin, hypercharge, strangeness, 
charm and beauty. All these quantities are conserved in strong inter­
actions. Additionally quarks carry colour, a nonadditive quantum number 
belonging to an exact SU(3) symmetry group, which is supposed to be the 
source for these interactions. The mediators of the colour force are 
the gluons, massless spin 1 bosons which carry colour themselves. 
Besides, quarks can also interact electromagnetically and weakly. 
Leptons are spin 1/2 particles that only feel electromagnetic 
and/or weak interactions. They exist in three families, each consisting 
of one charged and one uncharged particle. The latter are called 
neutrino's, which are very light or even massless. The six leptons with 
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their names and quantum numbers are tabulated in table B. 
Symbol 
e 
V
e 
μ 
v
u 
τ 
\ 
Name -
electron 
electron-neutrino 
muon 
mu-neutrino 
tauon 
tau-neutrino 
Q 
-e 
0 
-e 
0 
-e 
0 
\ 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
N T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Table B: Leptons 
and their quantum 
numberв. 
Bere N and N stand for muon number and tauon number, which are 
U τ 
conserved quantum numbers. 
The mediators of the weak interactions are the so-called intermediate 
bosons, viz. the W , W and Ζ . These are supposed to be very heavy 
(-* Θ0 GeV) spin 1 particles. Together with the photon, which also has 
spin 1 and is further uncharged and massless, they appear in a unified 
theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions. 
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Chapter I: The Model [ве 82a] 
Introduction 
At first sight the desirability of introducing another potential 
model of mesons might seem somewhat dubious in view of the numerous 
already established ones. This especially applies to the field of 
heavy quark-antiquark systems, the so-called 'quarkonia', for the 
description of which many QCD-inspired or purely phenomenological 
confining potentials have been proposed, to be discussed in section 
1.2. Recently, however, model calculations of charmonium [ЕІ 78, Be 80] 
and beautonium [Be 80] have shown that strong decay channels, real and 
virtual ones, have a considerable impact on the spectra of resonances 
and bound states, thereby possibly concealing the very nature of the 
confining force. In ref. [Be 80] these calculations were performed 
within the framework of multichannel Schrödinger theory, applied to a 
system of a harmonically bound heavy quark-antiquark (qq) pair in 
interaction with several two-meson states. In order to obtain an 
analytically solvable set of equations a few rather drastic assumptions 
and approximations were made, in particular with respect to the 
potential describing the transitions between the qq and the two-meson 
channels. The model to be presented here builds upon this approach, 
but endeavours to handle all pseudo-scalar and vector mesons, i.e. 
mesons with no internal orbital excitations. To that end some new 
ingredients have to be implemented, others should be made more 
realistic though without losing exact solvability. The latter can be 
accomplished by extending the idea of using one spherical delta 
function for the transition potential and employing it as a 
1 
purely technical approximation method. As for the confining potential, 
a harmonic oscillator with flavour-independent frequency, additional 
experimental data indicating its relevance also for the light-meson 
sector are presented in section 1.2. 
1.1 Potential approach to confinement 
The use of potentials for the description of quark confinement 
has pros and cons. On the positive side one should of course mention 
the relative ease of doing explicit calculations - in particular when 
the potential under consideration is of the nonrelativistic and local 
type - which often allows an immediate and, because of the possible 
feed-back, fruitful comparison with experiment. As ал objection it can 
be put forward that the undoubtedly complicated and probably relativ-
istic interactions between quarks, which are commonly assumed to be 
governed by the nonabelian gauge theory QCD, hardly allow a potential 
approach. However, as long as QCD does not provide the key to the 
solution of confinement one has to rely on potential and related models 
for making quantitative predictions about the static properties of 
hadrons, thereby realizing that good agreement with the data does not 
necessarily imply a realistic description. As an example of the ambi­
guities that can occur when dealing with such models, one may compare 
the MIT-bag model and the Karl-Isgur (K.I.) model, both successful 
hadron models. The former treats quarks, especially the up- (u) and the 
down-quark (d), as very light and relativistic objects moving freely 
within an artificial cavity, the 'bag'. In the latter, wherein the 
binding of quarks is supplied by a nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator 
potential, they are rather heavy, even the u- and d-quark, and 
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constitute a sizable fraction of the total hadron mass. The fact that 
both approaches seem to work indicates that there lies a great deal of 
arbitrariness in the actual masses to be attached to quarks. In the 
MIT-model the considerable energy of the probably present gluon fields 
is represented by the volume energy of the bag, while the quarks are 
supposed to be more or less bare, in much the same way as the asympto­
tically free partons in deep inelastic scattering. In the K.I.-model 
the quarks are thought to be dressed with gluons thus carrying most of 
the glue energy. Apparently, in hadron spectroscopy the definition of 
'quark mass' is strongly related to the somewhat arbitrary choice of a 
renormalization point [Geo 76, Po 76], and may differ very much f rom model 
to model, so it only makes sense to talk about effective quark masses. 
The above applies to a less extent to models dealing with heavy 
qq systems. Especially for beautonium but mostly also for charmonium 
the quark momenta are small compared with the effective quark masses, 
so that a potential treatment seems quite safe. Heavy quarkonia there­
fore present a fertile breeding ground for the study of confining 
potentials. 
1.2 Confining potentials and the harmonic oscillator 
Shortly after the discovery of the first two, relatively stable 
cc states, the J/ψ and the ψ', it was argued [Ap 75a, DeR 75b] that a 
nonrelativistic potential description of charmonium - a denomination 
adopted from the analogy with positronium - might be a realistic 
approach because of the apparent heaviness of the quarks. One of the 
first potentials to be proposed was of the so-called 'Coulomb-plus-
linear ' form 
3 
a
c 
vir) = — - + gr + v , (i.i) 
which was introduced by several authors [Ар 75b, Ba 75, Ei 75, Ka 75, 
Pu 75] for doing charmonium calculations, and as such became the most 
commonly used one. The choice of the first term in this potential was 
based on QCD arguments according to which the interaction at short 
distances should be roughly of the Coulomb type because of the asympto­
tically free nature of the theory. The second term was less well-
founded. In principle any rising function of r could have been used to 
account for confinement, as the long-distance behaviour of QCD was (and 
is) still unknown. The linear form was chosen because it was suggested 
by some models of quark confinement [ко 74, Wi 74]. A constant term 
V
n
 was added in most charmonium fits in order to shift the zero of 
energy. In (1.1) α , g and V have to be considered as free fit param­
eters, which were determined by various authors to be close to the 
values [No 78] 
a - 0.27 , g = 0.25 GeV2 , V = - 0.76 GeV 
giving rise to a charmed quark mass of about 1.65 GeV. The input data 
for these fits were the masses of the then known orthocharmonium 
PC (J =· 1 ) states or 'psions' and the leptonic decay widths of the 
J/ψ and ψ'. All presently known charmonium levels are depicted in 
figure 1. 
The discovery of the upsilon (Τ) states involving even heavier 
quarks provided a still better test for nonrelativistic confining 
potentials. Potential (1.1), however, when used with the parameters 
above, failed by about 200 MeV in producing the correct masses for 
the second and third Τ excitations [Ra 79, Ei 78]. This defect can 
GeV 
/,.5 
ί,.Ο 
3.5 
3.0 
Ф(Ш5) 
ЩШй) 
, , „ . . , . X(3S51)v ψ(3665) 
K t 3 5 9 2 )
 c χ(3507) ) 
ψ (4159) 
Ψ(3766) 
ХІЗЬН) 
_ η
Ε
(2961) 
Ψ(3097) 
1So(0-) ^ Г Г Э Т 3S,(г-) Зр,,!-) 
Fig. 1: Charmonium levels. 
be easily understood if one compares the psion and upsilon spectra (see 
figure 2). We see that the spacings between the first three ψ and Τ 
states are remarkably similar, whereas 
GeV 5eV t h e Coulomb-plus-linear potential, 
ill l· ν 
which is flavour-mass independent, 
produces mass-dependent energy spacings. 
A treatment anticipating the discovery 
of heavier qq systems ЕЕІ 77], 
vo 
3.0 
ψ 
10.5-
9.5-
according to which α is allowed to 
vary with the flavour mass like the 
colour coupling constant decreases 
at smaller distances, turned out to be 
only a slight improvement. Still it 
proved to be possible to reproduce the ψ and Τ spectra fairly well 
Fig. 2; Radial spectra of the 
ψ and T. 
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[Qu 78] using potential (I.l) but with totally different parameters, 
viz. 
α - 0.51 , g = 0.17 GeV2 , VQ Ξ 0 
With these values, however, the charmed quark mass would be about 
1.37 GeV, which would give rise to considerably relativistic quark 
momenta for the higher charmonium states. Furthermore the calculated 
leptonic decay widths of all ψ states would be much too large when 
computed with the standard Van Royen-Weisskopf formula [RO 67], though 
the various corrections that have been suggested to this formula 
[ва 76, Ce 79, Po 79, Ber79] might reduce these predictions. 
A purely phenomenological potential which manifestly reproduces 
the equal spacings in the ψ and Τ spectra is the logarithmic one 
[Qu 77], i.e. 
V(r) - С log (r/r0) . (1.2) 
This can be easily verified by looking at the radial Schrôdinger 
equation with this potential, which reads (fi = с = 1) 
[¿ d2 tU+1) 
л
2 + 2 
dr г 
+ С log (r/r0) ф(г) = E ф(г) , (1.3) 
where μ is the reduced quark mass. 
If we substitute r = ρ//2μ' then (1.3) turns into 
I _d_
 +
 Ml+l) +
 c l o g ρ _ с log (/2w r )Ί φ(ρ) = Ε ф(р) (1.4) 
*- dp ρ -I 
which energy eigenvalue equation is clearly mass independent apart 
from a constant additive term. Another feature of the logarithmic 
potential is the fact that the average kinetic energy of the qq system 
is the same for all states [Qu 79], so that the nonrelativistic 
description does not loose any validity for high excitations. On the 
other hand, p o t e n t i a l (1.2) f a i l s t o p r e d i c t a 4S charmonium s t a t e at 
the p o s i t i o n of the w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d ψ"' (4414) , which has then t o be 
i d e n t i f i e d with the 5S s t a t e . 
Int imately r e l a t e d to the logarithmic p o t e n t i a l i s a power poten­
t i a l of the form [Ma 80] 
V(r) = A + В r" (1.5) 
with a small value of α (~ 0 . 1 ) . I t s pros and cons are l a r g e l y the 
same as the jus t mentioned ones. 
Another, rather s u c c e s s f u l approach [Ra 78, Ri 79] involved a 
modif ication of the Coulomb-plus-linear p o t e n t i a l by making i t s shor t-
range behaviour l e s s s ingu lar . This could be acccciplished wi th in the 
framework of perturbat i ve QCD. l î i ere to e x p l i c i t l y use was made of the 
momentum trans fer dependence of the strong coupling constant - there -
fore a l s o c a l l e d 'running' coupling constant - which for large s p a c e -
l i k e momenta reads 
lim α <q2) 1 ;, - (1.6) 
^ 2 > > л 2 log ( /Л2> 
where Л i s the QCD s c a l e parameter. Using (1.6) a conf igurat ion space 
p o t e n t i a l could be constructed which at short d i s tances roughly behaves 
as 
l im V(r) ; 1,, ., . (1.7) 
Лг«1 r l o g i l / h x ) 
In the l i m i t of large r the p o t e n t i a l was again chosen t o be l i n e a r . 
With t h i s form a f a i r l y good f i t of the ψ and Τ spectra could be 
obtained, with d e v i a t i o n s smal ler than 100 MeV for the 3S and 45 
s t a t e s . At t h i s we should however note that the obtained value for 
Λ, about 400 MeV, i s p r e t t y large i n comparison with more recent 
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determinations [Ga ΘΟ]. 
Apart from the logarithmic p o t e n t i a l we can think of course of 
many others that g ive r i s e t o a quark-mass independent energy spectrum. 
Looking once more at (1.3) and (1.4) we see immediately that any 
p o t e n t i a l s a t i s f y i n g 
V(u,r) = Vi/T r) (1.8) 
has t h i s property. The flavour-mass dependence of such p o t e n t i a l s i s i n 
c o n f l i c t with what i t i s general ly assumed nowadays, which po int we 
w i l l d i scuss below. Addit ional information on t h i s mass dependence 
might be furnished by the l i g h t mesons. In f igure 3 we have depicted 
the radia l spectra of the ρ, φ, ψ and T, i . e . vector mesons c o n s i s t i n g 
GeV GeV GeV GeV 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
h.O 
3.0 
Ψ 
10.5 
9.5 
Fig. 3: Radial spectra of the ρ, φ, ψ and T. 
of nonstrange, s t range, charm and bottom quarks r e s p e c t i v e l y . At that 
i t must be noted that we have made some s p e c i a l assumptions on the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of a few not too we l l e s t a b l i s h e d resonances, namely 
the 0(1250) [flu 77, As 8 0 a ] , the φ (1650) [Man8l] and the φ (1900) 
[As 8 0 b ] . But i f the assignments of f igure 3 are c o r r e c t , then a 
β 
striking similarity of the considered radial spectra becomes apparent. 
At this point but also in connection with earl ier contemplations we 
must emphasize that one should beware of jumping to conclusions merely 
from the spectra, as long as the influence of decay channels has not 
yet been investigated. Furthermore, the ρ and φ excitations might be 
quite re la t i v i s t ic systems. Nevertheless, keeping these points in mind, 
we may conclude that a further investigation based on a potential of 
the form (1.8) could be worthwhile. The best-known suchlike potential 
i s the harmonic osci l lator with constant frequency 
V(r) = j y ω2 r2 + С . (1.9) 
I ts energy spectrum i s equidistant and reads 
E = ω(2η + i + j ) + С , (1.10) 
where η and Л are the radial and angular quantum number respectively. 
This equal level spacing might be recognized in the three upper levels 
of the ψ spectrum, whereas the deviation from this pattern of the 
ground state could be ascribed to the influence of coupled channels 
[Be 80]. An additional feature of the harmonic osci l lator i s the fact 
that the solutions for al l the wave functions can be written down in 
a close and expl ic i t form. This i s very important for the set-up of 
a workable coupled-channel scheme as wi l l be described in the following 
sections. 
Several objections can be raised against the harmonic osci l lator, 
phenomenological as well as fundamental. I t has, for exanple, been 
argued [Gr' 79] that any convex potential wi l l fa i l to reproduce the 
proper leptonic decay width ratio of the J/ψ and the φ ' , because for 
such potentials the wave function at the origin grows with increasing 
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radial quantum number. This i s certainly true for an unperturbed 
harmonic osci l lator, but not necessarily i f strong decay channels are 
coupled to i t , as has been shown expl ic i t ly in ref. [Be 80] . Further 
i t could be cbserved that for a H.O.-potential the S. and D. states 
are degenerate in energy, whereas the corresponding charmonium states , 
namely the ψ(3684) and ψ(3772), and the ψ(4030) and ψ(4160) have 
spl i t t ings of about 100 MeV. Nevertheless also th is can be attributed 
to coupled channels [Be 80], since the effective coupling i s total ly 
different for S-states and D-states. 
As for the fundamental criticism of the H.O., one may put forward 
that the latter seems to have no connection whatsoever with QCD. This 
may apply to per turbati ve QCD, but this area of the theory i s not 
suited to predict the long-range, confining behaviour of the potential. 
Other, nonperturbative models of confinement [са17 , Be 79] can indeed 
give rise to a quadratic potential. A formulation of these methods 
directly from the QCD lagrangian has not succeeded yet. As far as the 
short-range part of the H.O.-potential i s concerned, i t might be 
possible that eventual modifications in rough accord with perturbati VE 
QCD predictions turn out to be necessary. In the present investigation, 
however, this wi l l not yet be considered, in the f i rs t place for 
simplicity, secondly because i t i s hardly possible to deduce the 
short-range behaviour from experimental data [Ma 80], as of course 
also holds for the long-range part. 
Finally we turn to the main point of objection against potential 
(1.9), i t s flavour dependence, for the vast majority of heavy quark 
spectroscopists tends to agree on flavour independence of the confin­
ing potential. Their argunents are partly based on the relative 
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phenomenological success of t h i s view - though hardly any others have 
been considered - par t ly on the quark mass independence of the QCD 
i n t e r a c t i o n lagrangian, which property might however manifest i t s e l f 
in various ways on the l e v e l of a n o n r e l a t i v i s t i c p o t e n t i a l d e s c r i p t i o n . 
In perturbative c a l c u l a t i o n s t h i s property w i l l remain c l e a r l y v i s i b l e 
and v a l i d , as in some of the above-mentioned short-range p o t e n t i a l s . 
When perturbation theory can not be appl ied, as cer ta in ly i s the case 
for the long-range i n t e r a c t i o n s , which are very e s s e n t i a l for the 
descr ipt ion of systems with highly d i f f e r e n t quark masses, the conse­
quences of flavour independence are rather uncertain. In geometr ical 
confinement models, for example, i t might appear on the l e v e l of a 
corresponding metric [Be 7 9 ] , g iv ing r i s e t o quark motions independent 
of the mass or, in other terms, to an e f f e c t i v e p o t e n t i a l proport ional 
to the mass. Also other nonperturbati ve approaches [Bel 80] can 
produce confining p o t e n t i a l s l i n e a r l y dependent on the quark mass. 
As a conclusion we may say that at the present s tage QCD n e i t h e r 
excludes nor supports the harmonic o s c i l l a t o r ( 1 . 9 ) . On account of i t s 
manageabil ity and the experimental i n d i c a t i o n s we w i l l therefore use 
i t throughout t h i s coupled-channel i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
1.3 Decay mechanism and transition potential 
The observed decay modes of hadrons [PDG 80] i n d i c a t e that these 
processes can be considered t o be large ly governed by an a t f i r s t s i g h t 
rather simple mechanism, namely the c r e a t i o n of one or more quark-
antiquark pa i rs out of the vacuum [Mi 6 9 , Ca 7 0 ] . Such qq p a i r s with 
P C ι ι 
vacuum quantum numbers (J = 0 ) can only occur in a state with 
L = 1 and S = 1. Therefore the above description is often referred to 
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as Ρ -model. A pred ic t ion for the rate of quark pair creat ion i s 
however not contained wi th in t h i s model, as i t probably invo lves h ighly 
complicated QCD p r o c e s s e s . S t i l l the model does d i c t a t e how the coupling 
strengths of d i f f erent decay modes compare. The g loba l aspects of the 
creat ion (or annih i lat ion) have then t o be simulated phenomenologically, 
in accordance with the chosen approach. 
Moreover, f a s t hadron decays seem t o be subject t o an even more 
far-reaching s e l e c t i o n p r i n c i p l e , the s o - c a l l e d OZI rule [Ok 63, Zw 64, 
l i 6 6 ] , which i s often v i s u a l i z e d by means of 'Harari-Rosner' or quark 
flow diagrams (figure 4 ) . OZI-non-allowed decays do however occur but 
seem t o be strongly suppressed. This phenomenon can be n i c e l y 
i l l u s t r a t e d from charmonium (see figure 4 ) . The ψ(4030), for example, 
having a hadronic width of 52 MeV, can decay i n t o D and D* mesons 
v ia the creat ion of a l i g h t qq pa ir . 
VV ^ \ШАУЩ^- hadrons 
Fig. 4: OZI-allowed and OZI-forbidden decays of resp. the ψ" and the <//ψ. 
For the ι7/ψ(3095) such decays i n t o open-charm mesons are e n e r g e t i c a l l y 
forbidden. I t s decay i n t o hadrons can only take p lace v i a cc 
ann ih i la t ion i n t o three v i r t u a l gluons (because of the quantum numbers 
PC J = 1 ) , which g i v e s r i s e t o a mere width of 69 kev: 
In our model we w i l l only consider OZI-allowed two-meson decay 
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Channels, because three- or more-particle states are very di f f icul t to 
handle within the context of Schrödinger theory· Besides, most multi-
particle decays can be considered as successive two-particle decays. 
Further we wi l l restrict ourselves to ground-state pseudo-scalar and 
vector mesons as for the outgoing particles . This i s certainly a sound 
approach for most systems we are going to view, since coupled channels 
involving internally excited mesons have high thresholds and thus wi l l 
usually have l i t t l e influence, though the latter might not be the case 
for some excited mesons like the ρ (1600), which point wi l l be discussed 
later on. 
After having marked out which decay processes wi l l be considered 
we may turn now to the interaction that should describe the transitions 
between the qq and meson s tates . First we evaluate the matrix elements 
for the recoupling of angular momenta and isospins, as depicted in the 
diagram of figure 5. 
Fig. S: Angular momenta and isospins for the OZI-allowed decay of a meson. 
The incoming one-meson state and outgoing two-meson state are 
characterized by their total angular momenta, isospins, spins and 
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o r b i t a l a n g u l a r momenta. The Ρ qq c r e a t i o n g i v e s r i s e t o t r a n s i t i o n s 
w i t h AL = ± 1 , t h e r e b y o f c o u r s e c o n s e r v i n g t o t a l J and I . An o p e r a t o r 
wh ich can a c c o u n t f o r s u c h t r a n s i t i o n s s h o u l d b e t h e s c a l a r p r o d u c t o f 
v e c t o r o p e r a t o r s i n s p i n and c o n f i g u r a t i o n s p a c e , on a s p h e r i c a l b a s i s 
r e a d i n g 
ι ι η ιi» . m 
( 1 . 1 1 ) î-î^c1 1 ° γ ( 1 ) ( ϊ ) τ ( 1 ) 
k m — n — m -m 0 га 
The f o l l o w i n g m a t r i x e l e m e n t s t h e n have t o b e c a l c u l a t e d 
< J , J
z
, L , S ( S 1 , S 2 ) | T - r | J , J z , ) l , s ( s , s )> (1.12) 
which are clearly independent of J , since T-r conserves J. Decomposi­
tion into orbital angular momentum and spin eigenstates yields with 
(I.11): 
г 1 1 0 L S J £ s J i ( l ) - i 
j Cm-m 0 См M J Cm0m J ^ ' « J Ym ( r J I »'V 
ΠΙ,Μ, /Π1
η
 ь S ζ S. s ζ 
< S , M
s
| T ^ ) | s , m
s
> ( 1 . 1 3 ) 
U s i n g t h e Wigner-Eckar t t h e o r e m we can w r i t e t h i s a s 
m.M L ,m l 
1 1 0 L S J l s J I 1 L „ s 1 S 
С С С С С 
m -m 0 M. М_ J m„ m J m. m M m -m M„ X S z i s z í . T J S S 
< L | | Y ( 1 ) | | * > < S | | T ( 1 ) | | S > 
Я 1 L 
s 1 S 
J 0 J 
<b||Y(1)||i><s||Tll)||e> 
( 1 . 1 4 ) 
where t h e s q u a r e - b r a c k e t term i s a s o - c a l l e d 9 J - s y i i b o l . The 
f i r s t r e d u c e d m a t r i x e l e m e n t can b e e v a l u a t e d s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d l y : 
< L | | Y ( 1 ) | | 4 > = lcl0 J
 Ь
0Г
1
 «b.OlY^'ll.O* 
- I « Í 0 oV1 / ^ ( r , Y«" (r, Y«« (r, 
= f r 1 1 L l - 1 / 3(2H+1) ' r t 1 L ^ 
L
 0 0 0 J 4Tr(2L+l) L 0 0 0 
/ 3 ( £ + L + l ) 
тг(2Ь+1) ( 1 . 1 5 ) 
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Next we turn t o the s p i n term. The i n i t i a l and f ina l t o t a l - s p i n 
s t a t e s can be decomposed i n t o quark sp in s t a t e s : 
9 9 1 1 
| s , m > = l С | - , m ; - , m > | 0 > - , ( 1 . 1 6 ) 
S
 «¿ 1 "Vi! ^ 2 "b 2 q l 2 4 2 q 4 
where the vacuum s t a t e re f er s to the s i t u a t i o n before (after) the qq 
creation (annihi lat ion) , and 
S S S 
< S
'
M s l = I CM M M < S1'MS ; S 2 ' M 4 I = S
 M, V S, MS 1 S l 2 S 2 
S l 1 2 
У Ζ
1 S 2 S
 С
2 2 S l
 CJ 2 S 2 
„ M„ M„ M„ m nu M„ m m M„ 
1
^ ^
 2 Чі ч
 »
 q2 ч 2 
4 ' \ : 2 ' mq2
;
 Ì ' V Τ ' ^І ( І Л 7 ) 
Ihe operator Τ can be wr i t ten i n terms of quark and antiquark 
creat ion operators : 
τ
( 1 )
 - I c V . ' θ ' ! 7 2 ' Q(î /2) (ΐ.ιβ) 
-m ^, m mi -m m' mi 
m' q q q q 
Combining ( 1 . 1 6 ) , ( 1 . 1 7 ) , and (1.18) we g e t , using 
i .-j4iî /2) lo> - ·. .. 4№(1/2)l|o> 
and orthogonal i ty of s t a t e s : 
< S , M j T ( 1 ) | s , m > = l С1 2 1 С ^ 2 S 
S ' -m ' s ^ m m- -m m m m 
^ r "
q l ' " « 2 Ч q Ч 1 Ч 2 S 
s
 S S i l
s
 l i s 
„ 1 2 „2 2 1 2 2 2 
С C C M„ M_ M„ m m- М_ m m M S , S 2 S Ч і q Sj q 2 q S j 
i № ( 1 / 2 , l l o > 4 l l Q ( 1 / 2 ) l | o > (1.19, 
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Further we can wr i te 
Мп-Ч'м 1 г Г> 1 S l 2 , . | | „ ( 1 ) | 
Ι | τ ΙΙ=> = г і тг Σ К _
т
м І
 < s i i T ι 
= — У 
2S+1 ' 
C S 1 I <S,M lT(1)|s,m> 
m -m M„ S1 -ш ' s 
ш,М s S 
(1.20) 
Substitution of (1.20) in (1.19) gives 
<s Τ 
(i) 
Ì ^ s 
2 2 1 
i- i- s 
2 2 S2 
< i № ( 1 / 2 ) l | o > < | | | Q ( 1 / 2 ) | | o > 
(1.21) ! 1 S 
Finally we look at isospin, which we will take as an exact symmetry, so 
mass differences within isomultiplets will be neglected. Since the 
created qq pair has 1 = 0 , the matrix elements for isospin do not 
depend on I . An operator for the creation of an isosinglet qq pair can 
be written as 
' m. m 0 τη. "m. 
m, i ι- i i-
T-q q q q q 
(1.22) 
where the primes are put in order t o d i s t i n g u i s h from the spin operators 
above. Evaluation of the matrix elements goes much the same as i n the 
case of sp in recoupling: 
< I | T - ( 0 > | I > = у с 1 J , с. 
1 Ч 1 
І I 
"г 
m i m i τζ 
< ! , . « ;Ι ,Μ |T 
1 2 
1 "»2 
.(0) l i ,m ; i ,m 
q l Ы. q 2 S , 
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I I I q q 2 q q 1 
c e С H, M, I m. m. I m. in. M, 
,m. Ι, Ι . ζ i i z i i - I . 
1 S, S 1 2 q l q 2 Ч 1 Ч 1 4 
S i q І2 Л L4 0 
"
m i m i M i , m i m i - 0 q^ q 2 q q 
<i | | Q ' < Í 4 ) | | O > < Í - | | ¿ ' ( Í ^ | | O > 
i i - I. 
q, q ι i ι ι_ q, q 2 <i | | g '
( i q ) | | o > < i - | | Q ' ( i q ) | | o > (1.23) 
I 0 I 
Next we assume that the quark pair creat ion takes p lace i n an SU(3)-
flavour symmetric way, so that 
ì l i o · W <i - * 11 Q | | O > = < I - O | | Q ' ( 0 ) | | o 
and the same for antiquarks. 
Since we do not d i s t i n g u i s h between up and down quarks, the matrix 
elements invo lv ing nonstrange-quark creat ion g e t an enhancing r e l a t i v e 
factor: 
The vacuum is a flavour singlet, so the created qq state reads 
1 
7? (uu+dd+ss) .-> = / F 7T (uu+dd) + /?S 
- 1 -r nn + v — ss 3 3 
Thus the relative strengths of nonstrange and strange qq creation are 
/r _ /ρ - . - /T 
< / — nn + / — s s n n > = r — 
(1.24) 
/ T - Г - 1 - /T 
< » — nn + r — s s S S > = > ' T · 
(1.25) 
and </:^nn + /-^s3 | ss > » ^ τ· respectively. 
The final result for the matrix elements of the Ρ transition then 
becomes, with (1.14), (1.15), (1.21), (1.23), and (1.25): 
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/3u+b+i)' / Î T 2 ? 
8ii(2L+l) 
I 1 L 
s 1 S 
J 0 J 
2 2 S l 
ì Ì S 
2 2 5 2 
s 1 S 
i i - I , 
q i q ι 
i i I -
<І2 Ч 2 
Ι Ο Ι 
(1.26) 
where we have emitted the constant f a c t o r s . 
The allowed decay channels are s e l e c t e d by conservation laws of 
J, I , p a r i t y and G-parity. The l a t t e r i s defined as the product of the 
charge conjugation operator and a r o t a t i o n over π around the y - a x i s i n 
i s o s p i n space [Pi 67], i . e . 
i i t l„ 
С e (1.27) 
1+S+I 
Mesons with integer spins are eigenstates of G with eigenvalue (-1) 
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whereas particles with I - 1/2 are eigenstates of G with eigenvalue -1. 
On quark states G acts as follows: 
( 1 . 2 8 ) 
G: (u,d,s) ·*• (d,-u,s) 
and consequently (u,d,s) ->- (d,-u,s) 
While the s e l e c t i o n rules of G-parity are qu i te s imple, because i t i s 
a m u l t i p l i c a t i v e quantum number, the imp l icat ions of i t on the t r a n s i ­
t i o n matrix elements are not i imp di ate ly c l e a r . F i r s t we have t o 
construct , when p o s s i b l e , e i g e n s t a t e s of G, a l s o for decays invo lv ing 
two I - 1/2 mesons. Let us i l l u s t r a t e the consequences on the b a s i s of 
three examples ; 
+ +-0 ( i ) ρ -»• К IT 
( i i ) + *+-0 -iO + 
ρ + К* к , к* к 
( і і і ) р + ->• τι+π0 
Ihe fac t that we choose a s p e c i f i c I -component i s not important, s i n c e 
the r e s u l t s do not depend on i t as we have noted above. 
( i ) The quark content of ρ i s ud. 
1Θ 
Because G(ud) = - du and G (ρ ) = + ρ we should take 
p + = -^ (ud - du) . (1.29) 
For the К mesons, which are not eigenstates of G, we have to fall back 
upon their total internal wave functions. These should be totally anti-
synmetric, while the spin and spatial parts are respectively anti­
symmetric ( —+—->- 0) and symmetric (J. = 0) . Therefore the flavour 
parts have to be synmetnc. So 
+ 1 - - + -0 
К = ^j. (us + su) G(K ) - IT 
-0 1 - - • n d -0 + ( Ι · 3 0 ) 
к = -fe (sd + ds) GOT) = - К 
Consequently the К К s t a t e with p o s i t i v e G-panty should read 
¿ (KV - ¿V) 
For the decay ( i ) the creat ion of an s s pa ir i s needed, represented by 
the G » 0 s t a t e -τ^ ι ( s s + s s ) . With a l l s t a t e s put t o g e t h e r , the matrix 
elements for the process can be wr i t ten symbol ica l ly as 
<K + K 0 | 3 P 0 | p + > ~ < - ^ ( К ^ - к ") I -ff ( s i + s s ) | 75·. (ud-du)> 
= т т я <(us+su) (sd+ds)-(sd+ds) (us+su) | u ( s s + s s ) d-d(ss+ss) u> 
" i i <ussd+suds-sdus-dssu| ussd-dssu> 
- 4 7 ? ( 1 + » - 2 ^ ( I - 3 1 ) 
( i i ) Since the K* has spin 1, we obtain with the same arguments as above 
K*+ - -fe ( и і - su) G(K*+) = - ІС*0 
„-.ο ι . _ 3 s _ . «<» _ , ^ ο . _ . +
 ( Ι
·
3 2 ) 
К* = ^ (sd - ds) G(K* ) = K* 
r e s u l t i n g i n a two-meson s t a t e 
1 , *+-0 -„,0 + 
-fe (К* К + К* К ) 
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and in a matrix element 
<K*+K ,Κ* K+| Ρ |p+> ~ T ^ I <(us-su) (sd+ds) + (sd+ds) (us-su) | us3d-dssu> 
« JTTI <ussd-suds+sdu3-dssu|ussd-dssu> 
- 47? ( 1 + » = ΊΤΪ ( Ι · 3 3 ) 
So we obtain the same resu l t as at ( i ) . In t h i s case, however, there i s 
another decay channel with K* and К mesons, namely 
which can be s t r i c t l y distinguished from the formar decay mode, as the 
p a r t i c l e s involved have different spins . Because both decay modes are 
further t o t a l l y s imilar, they can be combined t o one, with an extra 
factor /21 for i t s coupling. For that matter, t h i s holds for a l l decays 
Involving p a r t i c l e s of different isomult iplets but with the same type 
of quark content, i . e . nn, ns, ss , ne, e t c . 
+ 0 
( i l i ) η and π are already eigenstates of G with eigenvalue - 1 , thus 
the s ta te π π has G =• + 1. ihe quark contents of π and π are ud and 
-тз (uu-dd) respectively. The corresponding eigenstates of G are 
+ 1 , •; -5 . 
π = -τ; (ud + du) 
0 1 - - - - ( Ι · 3 4 ) 
π = — (uu - dd + uu - dd) 
For the decay ρ •* π π the creation of a nonstrange qq pai r i s needed 
having G = 0, i . e . 
j (uu + dd + uu + dd) 
In this case, however, the created quarks are identical to and 
undistinguishable from the ones constituting the ρ , which in the quark 
rearrangement process gives rise to two contributions to the matrix 
element for the decay, whereby either the Created or the original qq 
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pair acts as an insertion. In diagram language these are 
and 
The t r a n s i t i o n matrix element then becomes 
<π π I P-lp > ~ 3- < (ud+du(uu-dd+uu-dd) |uu+dd+uu+dd|ud-du> 
О о 
= — <uduu-uddd+duuu-dudd|{u(uu+dd)d-dtuu+dd)u} 
θ 
+{-u(du)u-d(du)d+u(ud)u+d(ud)d}> 
— <uduu-uddd+duuu-dudd|{ | uuud+uddd-duuu-dddu> 8 
+I-uduu-ddud+uudu+dudd>} 
- | i - i - i - i - i } - - i (1.35) 
So the result is a factor /21- the minus sign plays no role in the 
effective couplings - larger than in the cases (i) and (ii) . 
The above results can be summarized as followes: 
a. Decays involving mesons with the same type of quark content but 
belonging to different isomultiplets are counted only once and get an 
extra factor /z as for their couplings. 
b. Decay processes in which the incoming and created quarks are 
identical (either nn or ss) also get a factor /2~] 
These two rules do not account for the fact that nonstrange qq creation 
has an extra factor /2~Ίη conçarison with ss creation, which however 
has been assimilated in formula (1.26). 
Now we are in a position to compute and tabulate the couplings of 
all decay processes we take into account. These involve pseudo-scalar 
and vector mesons with any combination of quarks (except cb and be) 
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for the incoming one-meson s t a t e s and with contiinations of l i g h t (u,d, 
s) quarks and at most one heavy (c,b) quark for the two-meson s c a t t e r i n g 
channels. This l a t t e r r e s t r i c t i o n i s made because decay channels 
requiring heavy quark creat ion have very high thresholds and thus are 
s t rong ly suppressed. The numbers that are a c t u a l l y tabulated are the 
squares of the coupl ings, as these w i l l turn out t o be the re levant 
q u a n t i t i e s . Table I contains the coupling s t rengths of the η and ψ, 
tab le I I those o f the D, D*, F and F*, and tab le I I I those of the l i g h t 
mesons. Here, and bes ides throughout t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n , we assume i d e a l 
n c ( œ ) 
1/3 
1/3 
1/6 
1/6 
iMcc) 
1/18 
2/9 
1/54 
10/27 
1/36 
1/9 
1/108 
5/27 
spin 
D D 
D D* 
D*D* 
D*D* 
D*D* 
F F 
F F* 
F* F* 
F* F* 
F*F* 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
Table I: Decay coupling strengths of the η and ψ. 
mixing for the η, η ' , ω and φ mesons, i . e . the η and ω are thought to 
contain only nonstrange quarks, the η ' and φ only strange quarks. In 
order t o obtain the couplings for mesons contain ing b-quarks one can 
simply take t a b l e s I and II and replace a l l c-quarks by b-quarks. 
Further i t should be noted that the couplings are normalized in such 
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О(сЯ) 
1/24 
1/θ 
1/12 
1/24 
1/θ 
1/12 
1/12 
1/4 
1/6 
D* icñ) 
1/72 
1/24 
1/36 
1/36 
1/12 
1/18 
1/36 
1/12 
1/18 
1/216 
5/54 
1/72 
5/18 
1/108 
5/27 
F (ci) 
1/6 
1/12 
1/6 
1/12 
1/3 
1/6 
F*(ci) 
1/18 
1/36 
1/9 _ 
1/18 
1/9 
1/18 
1/54 
10/27 
• 1/108 
5/27 
spin 
D Π 
D π 
D К 
F К 
F n' 
D ω 
D ρ 
D K* 
F K* 
F φ 
D*n 
Ώ*π 
D*K 
F*K 
F*n· 
D*w 
Γ>*ω 
D*ui 
D*p 
D*p 
D*p 
D*K* 
D*K* 
D*K* 
F*K* 
F*K* 
F*K* 
Γ*φ 
Р*Ф 
Р*Ф 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
Table II: Decay coupling strengths of the open-charm mesons. 
η 
1/6 
1/6 
1/2 
1/6 
η ' 
1/3 
1/3 
. 1 / 3 
« 
1/3 
1/6 
1/3 
1/6 
κ 
1/24 
1/12 
1/8 
1/24 
1/12 
ι/β 
1/12 
1/6 
1/4 
ω 
1/9 
1/3 
1/36 
1/9 
1/10β 
5/27 
* 
2/9 
1/18 
2/9 
1/54 
1 0 / 2 7 
Ρ 
1/9 
1/18 
1/9 
1/36 
1/9 
1/54 
1 0 / 2 7 
1/108 
5 / 2 7 
κ· 
1/72 
1/36 
1/36 
1/18 
1/24 
1/12 
1/36 
1/18 
1/12 
1/216 
5 / 5 4 
1/108 
5 / 2 7 
1/72 
5 / 1 8 
s p i n 
η κ 
η ω 
η Ρ 
Π Κ» 
η'Κ 
η'Φ 
η · κ · 
H ¥ 
ж Κ 
W ω 
w Ρ 
» κ· 
κ κ 
Κ ω 
Κ Φ 
Κ ρ 
κ κ* 
ω ω 
ω ρ 
ω Κ* 
ω Κ* 
ω Κ · 
Φ Φ 
Φ χ · 
Φ κ * 
Φ κ · 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ κ* 
Ρ κ· 
Ρ κ· 
κ·κ· 
κ·κ* 
κ·κ* 
0 
2 
Table III: Decay coupling strengths of the light mesons. 
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a way that their squares, which are the same for a l l systems - except 
the ω and φ - when summed over a l l decay channels, now add up to one. 
The fact that the coupling strengths of the ω and φ mesons, which have 
been multiplied by the same common factor, do not add up to 1 but 
7 8 
instead to — and — respectively may come from our restriction to a 
specific type of decay channels, i . e . only containing nonexcited mesons. 
Recent calculations [Be 82b] indeed indicate that inclusion of a l l 
possible decays would restore this deviation. In the present investiga­
tion, however, i t wi l l be simply dealt with by multiplying the ω and φ 
9 9 
coupling strengths for the actual f i t s by — and — respectively, in order / о 
to treat them similarly to the other mesons. 
Now we should turn to the most essential and at the samp time most 
diff icult aspect of the transition potential, namely i t s r-dependence. 
Even i f the (QCD) interactions which induce the creation of a quark-
antiquark pair do allow a description by means of a transition 
potential, then i t i s s t i l l quite unlikely that sudi a potential i s of 
a s inçle local and central form. Nevertheless, i t should be possible to 
deduce sone of i t s gross features from f irs t principles. A more detailed 
calculation would involve the evaluation of overlap integrals for the 
internal wave functions of the incoming meson, the Ρ pair and the 
outgoing mesons. As we know only l i t t l e of these wave functions we 
resort to some global contemplations. In the f irst place the created 
qq pair has to be in a relative P-wave, so i t seems plausible that at 
short distances the transition potential behaves roughly like 
lim V (r) ~ r . (1.36) 
r+O 
At large distances the extensiveness of the involved mesons wi l l be 
decisive. Since in our model a harmonic osci l lator potential i s used 
25 
for the descr ipt ion of quark confinement, a l l i n t e r n a l meson wave 
functions should be more or l e s s Gauss ian-l ike. Therefore the long-range 
behaviour of the t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l must be something l i k e 
2 
lim V t r <r) ~ e " " . (1.37) 
r*» 
Interpo lat ion between these two l i m i t i n g forms could then give r i s e t o 
the fol lowing phenomenological t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l : 
2 
V t r ( r , 
-S^exp [-ifj] ' ( Ι · 3 β ) 
where r . i s some d istance a t which the p o t e n t i a l i s maximum, and where 
g i s a phenomenological parameter represent ing the g lobal strength of 
the t r a n s i t i o n . A der ivat ion ençloying a p l a u s i b l e ansatz for the P. 
hamiltonian [Be 2а] leads t o a s imi lar r e s u l t . In s e c t i o n 1.6 the 
parameters r
n
 and g w i l l be reccnsidered as for t h e i r p o s s i b l e 
dependences. 
1.4 Schrödinger equation and S-matrix 
Now that the p o t e n t i a l s describing the confining force for the qq 
system and the t r a n s i t i o n s between t h i s s t a t e and the two-meson 
s c a t t e r i n g s t a t e s , for which do not take any i n t e r a c t i o n , have been 
determined, we can s e t up coupled equations for the t o t a l system. This 
w i l l be a multichannel Schrödinger equation for a reduced two-par t i c l e 
system representing the quark-antiquark and a l l the two-meson channels . 
The r e l a t i v e separation r of t h i s two-par t i c l e system i s chosen the 
same for qq and s c a t t e r i n g channels . This i s anyhow reasonable for 
processes in which the o r i g i n a l quarks are heavy with respect to the 
created ones . When the l a t t e r i s not the case , the above assunption 
seems a somewhat rigorous approximation. I t can be argued, however, 
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that the qq creat ion invo lves bare and thus very l i g h t quarks, which 
get dressed not before the rearrangement process . In t h i s case the 
choice of one common dis tance i s a proper approach for a l l systems 
considered. 
Since the p o t e n t i a l s are spher ica l ly symmetric, we can s p l i t o f f 
the angular part of the wave function and wri te down the fo l lowing 
multichannel r a d i a l Schrödinger equation 
,2 [K' d L(L+1) * 2 + 2 
dr r 
"] ф(г) = Ε φ (г) 
where 
Μ -θ-
с 
M, 
and 
=(::j 
(1.39) 
(1.40) 
are (p+q)χ(p+q) diagonal matrices containing reduced masses and o r b i t a l 
angular momenta for ρ confined and q free channels. Note that by 
al lowing the occurrence of more than one qq channel we s e t up the 
equations somewhat more general ly than necessary. He w i l l return to 
t h i s po int l a t e r on. The (p+q) χ (p+q) symmetric p o t e n t i a l matrix V i n 
(1.39) can be wr i t ten as 
V = 
V V. ,. \ 
Τ '"Ι 
V V / i n t f / 
(1.41) 
with 
V = diag ( -r- μ,ω r + C, ) 
С 2 1 1 
c i • "Чі + i^ 
μ
ι •
 ( В
ЧІ / W 
V f = diag (T ) 
and V = V. <r) V, ^ 
i n t t r i n t 
i = l . P 
i = Ι,Ρ 
i = Ι,Ρ 
J - l,q 
j - i ,q 
(1.42) 
(1.43) 
(1.44) 
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where V (r) i s given by (Ι.3Θ) and V, represents the matrix elements t r i n t 
fol lowing from (1.26) and the added r u l e s . For convenience we absorbe 
the t o t a l restmasses for the d i f ferent channels i n the d e f i n i t i o n of 
the energy E. 
In order t o construct an approximation scheme wherein (1.39) can 
be so lved a n a l y t i c a l l y - see réf. [Du 82] for a more general t r e a t i s e -
we rewrite i t i n t o an i n t e g r a l equation 
/ θ V. , . ( Γ · ) \ 
ф(г) = φ (г) + ƒ dr' G(r ,r · ) 2M i n t ф(г' ) (1.45) 
0 VvJ
nt(r·) « / 
where the Green's function GÎT,r') i s a s o l u t i o n of 
G ( r f r · ) = - í ( r - r ' ) (1.46) [-^•-CO-] 
and φ i s a s o l u t i o n of the homogeneous d i f f e r e n t i a l equation without 
coupl ing. Next we approximate (1.45) by a sum 
/« V. ( r . ) \ 
ф(г) = φ (r) + Ι Δ(Γ ) G(r.r ) 2M l n t 1 J Ф(г ) (1.47) 
where Δ ^ ) = r . + 1 - r . 
Hie i n f i n i t e sum in (1.47) can be terminated for some N, s ince V (r ) 
i n V ^ * . ) goes rapidly to zero for large r . Further we can wri te 
t h i s sum as an i n t e g r a l over de l ta functions 
/•Θ V ( r · ) 
ф(г) = φ (r) + ƒ dr' Δ Ι Γ ' ) Gtr .r ' ) 2M l n t : 
О V ν · ^ t r ' ) * 
> i n t 
Ν 
x φίΓ') I « ( r ' - r . ) (1.48) 
i = l 1 
Fina l ly we rewrite (1.48) again i n t o a d i f f e r e n t i a l equation 
IE 
2 
_d_
 + L(L+1) + 2 M ~ ( r ) _ 2 M E | ф ( г ) = 0 ( (1.49) 
dr r 
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i n t 
Ν 
(1.50) 
with V. <r) - Ι Δ ( Γ . ) V <r. ) 6(r-r . ) \F . i n t . , i t r i i i n t 
"Піе spacings between the d e l t a functions we take constant, i . e . 
r N " r l 
A'V - Δ - ^ Τ - Γ ' ( Ι · 5 1 ) 
where the extreme p o s i t i o n s r. and г are chosen such that 
»tr^i» = v t r < y = -inn- · f 1 · 5 2 ' 
Equation (1.49) can be so lved a n a l y t i c a l l y . I t has 2(p+q) l i n e a r l y 
independent s o l u t i o n s . The phys ica l s o l u t i o n s have to s a t i s f y p+q 
boundary condi t ions i n the o r i g i n and add i t iona l ly ρ boundary condi t ions 
at i n f i n i t y for the confined channels, so there are q of them. This 
g i ves r i s e t o a qxq unitary and symnetric S-matrix for the q s c a t t e r i n g 
channels, a t l e a s t as long as the energy i s above a l l t h r e s h o l d s . When 
some of the two-meson channels are c losed then addi t iona l boundary 
condit ions a t i n f i n i t y for these channels require that the corresponding 
momenta are chosen p o s i t i v e imaginary. Then the submatrix of S corre­
sponding to the remaining open channels w i l l be again unitary and take 
over the function of S-matrix. 
Because of the harmonic o s c i l l a t o r p o t e n t i a l s i n the qq di armeIs 
the energy has t o s a t i s f y the d i s c r e t e spectrum 
E = ω(2η + L + — ) + С 
с 2 
with С = diag (С ) , i = Ι ,ρ , (1.53) 
and where η = diag (η.) , i = Ι,ρ 
contains the radia l quantum η unters of these channels. Itie regular and 
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i r r e g u l a r s o l u t i o n s of the uncoupled harmonic o s c i l l a t o r wave equations 
read, in diagonal matrix form, 
L +1 - i - p 2 Φ(-η, L + | · ; p 2 ) 
с ¿ с 2 
F(n,L ,p) i ρ e 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , where ρ = /M mr , and where Φ and Ψ are matrix genera l i -
r ( L + f ) 
and 1 2 ( Ι · 5 4 ) 
V 1 " 2 P 3 2 
G(n,L ,p) i ρ e У (-η, L
c
 + j ; ρ ) 
У 2* 
/  шг , 
с 
z a t i o n s of the s o - c a l l e d confluent hypergeometric functions as e . g . used 
in ré f . [Du 7 7 ] . Next we define qxq momentum and v e l o c i t y matrices for 
the s c a t t e r i n g channels by 
К = /2M (E - Τ)' , (1.55) 
where Τ » diag (T.) , j = l ,q 
3
 (1.56) 
and ν = M~ К 
With t h i s we can g ive a l s o for these channels the s o l u t i o n s of the 
uncoupled wave equation, which in terms of s p h e r i c a l Besse l and Neuman 
functions read 
J ( L f , Kr) Ξ Kr J L f (Kr) 
and (1.57) 
N ( L f , Kr) Ξ Kr n L f (Kr) 
Further we define the spher ica l Hankel functicn matrix 
Η ( L f , Kr) = J ( L f , Kr) ± i N(L f , Kr) . (Ι.5Θ) 
For each d e l t a - s h e l l i n t e r v a l l i n e a r combinations of the q independent 
s o l u t i o n s of equation (1.49) without coupling can be ranged in a 
(p+q) xq wave function matrix 
/F(r)A1 ( , , ) + G ( r ) A < m ) \ 
V*' - Li і*л ' r
m
 < r
 *
 r
™*i ' ( ι · 5 9 ) 
\j(r)B m )
 + N ( r ) B < m ) / m ^ 1 
m =- 1,N 
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(ш) (ш) (m) (ш) 
where λ , A and В , Β are pxq and qxq constant c o e f f i c i e n t 
matrices r e s p e c t i v e l y , o f maximum rank. Further we have used a short­
hand notat ion for the F, G, J and N funct ions. These wave function 
matrices have t o be matched a t the p o s i t i o n s of the d e l t a funct ions, 
which provide the coupling of upper and lower components. 
( i ) Continuity requires that for a l l m 
lim V (г) = lim Ψ , (г) . (1.60) 
. m mrl 
r+r r+r 
m m 
( i i ) Integrat ion of equation (1.49) from г - ε t o г + e g i v e s i n the 
m m 
l i m i t e -f 0 
*
 V i n t < r » ^ 
T i r ) - φ· (г ) + 2ΔΜ _ Ψ (г ) = 0 , (1.61) 
- - m+l m \v* ( r ) β У m m 
x
 i n t m ' 
where the primes denote der ivat ives with respect t o r . From ( 1 . 5 9 ) , 
(1.60) and (1.61) we obtain the fol lowing four coupled matrix equat ions: 
a) F(r J A J 1 0
 + G(r i l)A<- ) = F(r n )A, < m + 1 ) + G(r J A ' " * 1 ' 
m i m ζ ш ι vx ζ 
b) J ( r il™ * N(r )B< m ) = J ( r J B ^ 1 '
 + N(r J B ^ 1 ' 
m l m ¿ m l m 2 
c) F-(r )A1(m) + GMr )A'm ) - F ' (r J A , ^ 1 ' - GMr J * ' " * » + (1.62) 
m l m 2 m l m 2 
+ 2ΔΜ V. „ ( r J U r )B 1 ( m , + N(r ) B < m ) l - 0 
с i n t m |_ m 1 m 2 J 
d) J - l r j B ^ 5
 + N ' ( r ) B < m ) - j . ( r ) B , ( m + 1 ) - N M r í B ^ 1 1 + 
m i m ζ m l m 2 
+ 2ΔΜ, vT . (r ) fp(r ÌA™ + G(r )A^m)1 - 0 f i n t m [ m 1 m 2 J 
a) and c) y i e l d : 
»Г" • »Г * «. Ä w v h·.·»!"' * »"."Г] 
m 
and (1.63) 
^ -^ - - c ^ V l n t , r m , l^y* +N,rm)B^] 
ш —' 
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where W (F,G) = W(F,G) (г ) = (F'G-PG'Hr ) = 2 /м ω' Γ" 
m ш m e 
with Г = diag [ Г ( - η . ) ] 
(1.64) 
i = l . P 
i s the Wronskian of F and G, which i s constant for two s o l u t i o n s of a 
l i n e a r second order d i f f e r e n t i a l equation. Fromb) and d) we obtain 
N(r ) 
в
(ш + 1) _ B ( » ) + 2 Δ Μ f . , τ ^ ν ' Π ' > ^ ( r J A I 3 1 '
 + G ( r ) A ' m ) ] f W (J,Ν) i n t m m l m 2 
and 
B ü * l > . B(m) _
 2 Д М 
J ( r (1.65) 
f W (J,N) i n t m m l m 2 
with W (J,N) • (J'N - J N ' ) ( r ) 
m m 
К (1.66) 
Now we should define the following (2p+2q) χ (2p+2q) matrix: 
/ I 2px2p 
Д ,. (r )/M /ωΓΟ. (n fL,K,r ) t r m с 1 -
X(r ) 
m 
„-1-
Л 
I , m = Ι , Ν 
-2Д ^ (г )М К О, (n,L,K,r ) t r m f 2 m 2qx2q / (1.67) 
where the 2px2q matrix О and the 2qx2p matrix 0_ are given by 
/ G(n,L
c
,p
m
) 
0.(n,L,K,r ) ï 
1 m
 V-Ftn.Le, 
and 
'Lc'Pm', 
V. ^fJtL-.Kr ) N(L.,Kr )) i n t f ш f m 
O,(n,L,K,r ) Ξ ¿ m 
/ N(L-,Kr ) 
r m 
-J(L_,Kr ) f m 
(1.68) 
V. . (F(n ,L ,p ) G(n,L , p J ) i n t c m c m 
with ρ = /M ω r m e n 
Then we can wr i te equations (1.63) and (1.65) as 
,(m) 
= X (r ) 
m (1.69) 
So we get for the c o e f f i c i e n t s i n the outer region (r > r 
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*Γ\ 
Δ(Ν+1) 
Α 2 
η
(Ν+1) 
Β » * » / 
= χ
( Ν ) 
Λί" 
/•ί" 
№ 
Ч" 
(1.70) 
(Ν) 
where Χ Ξ X(r )X(r j) . . . Xírj) 
Itie p+q boundary condi t ions for the wave function a t the o r i g i n require 
A ^ - B«» - 0 (1 .71 , 
and the q ones for the wave function a t i n f i n i t y 
A { N + 1 ) - 0 . (1.72) 
„(N+l) . „(N+l) 
В and В we wri te as 
(N+l) 1 1 -1/2 1/2 
B l " 2 + 2 V S V 
„(N+l) 1 , ... 1
 4 -1/2 „ 1/2 
B2 = - 2 - i + 2 " i v ' S v 
(1.73) 
where S i s the S-matrix. 
Then the s c a t t e r i n g s o l u t i o n s can be w r i t t e n i n t h e i r standard form: 
J B { N + 1 »
 + N B '
N + 1 )
 = Ì {H1"'
 + H(+> v - 1 / 2 S v 1 / 2 > . (1.74) 
(N) I f we define the fol lowing submatrices of X : 
Χ
αα
 Ξ
 X ( M ) < l , p ; l . p > (PXP) 
Χ
αγ
 = X ( N ) ( l , p ; 2 p , 2 p + q ) (pxq) 
Χ
γοι
 S X ( N ) (2p,2p-»q;l,p) (qxp) 
(Ν) 
χ
γ γ
 s x
v
 (гр.гр^.-гр.гр^) (qxq) 
XSa Ξ X
( N )
 (2p4q,2p+2q;l,p) (qxp) 
Xj 5 X ( N ) (2p4q,2p+2q;2p,2p-tq) (qxq) 
then (1.71) leads t o the three equations 
(1.75) 
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О = X А«1» * Χ В«1» 
аа 1 αγ 1 
ì + I v - > / 2 S v l / 2 = x ( 1 ) + χ в ( 1 ) 
2 2 γα 1 γγ 1 
_ I i + i i v - V 2 s 1/2 _ (1) + <1, 
2 2 6α 1 δγ 1 
With the d e f i n i t i o n 
Ζ Ξ [- Χ. Χ~ Χ + Χ- ] [ - Χ Χ~ Χ + Χ ] ~ , (1.77) 
4α αα αγ 6γ γα αα αγ γγ 
which i s a qxq matrix, we f i n a l l y obtain for the S-matrix (qxq): 
S = v 1 / 2 t l - ÌZ][1 + i z ] " 1 v " 1 / 2 . (1.78) 
Poles in S may represent physical resonances, when for small coupling 
they l i e c lose t o the d i s c r e t e bound s t a t e p o s i t i o n s given by equation 
( 1 . 5 3 ) . For increas ing coupling these p o l e s should move i n t o the lower 
h a l f of the complex energy plane i f there are s t i l l open s c a t t e r i n g 
channels , or move along the real ax i s i f a l l of these are c l o s e d . 
The tracing of these po les w i l l be amply d i scussed i n chapter I I . 
Sca t t er ing q u a n t i t i e s l i k e phase s h i f t s and cross s e c t i o n s fol low 
d i r e c t l y from S. Expressions for wave functions w i l l be derived in 
appendix A. 
1.5 Colour sp l i t t ing 
The explanation of the mass d i f f erences on the one s ide between 
pseudo-scalar and vector mesons and on the other hand between sp in 1/2 
and spin 3/2 baryons [DeR 75a] , thus i n general concerning p a r t i c l e s 
with the same quark content but d i f f e r e n t s p i n s , has been one of the 
most convincing arguments i n favour of an SU(3) gauge theory (QCD) as 
the source of s trong i n t e r a c t i o n s . In t h i s descr ip t ion the above 
s p l i t t i n g s are due t o one-gluon exchange, which g ives r i s e to a quark-
mass dependent s p i n - s p i n i n t e r a c t i o n . For S-wave mesons these s p l i t t i n g s 
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are of the form 
F - F - S ' S -
Δ Ε 3_a_a_a |ф(о)|2 а.тэ) 
О.G.E. m m - ' ' 
q q 
•* •* 4 
where F - F - - - — i s t h e s c a l a r p r o d u c t of c o l o u r o p e r a t o r s for t r i p l e t q q 3 
(3) and a n t i t r i p l e t (3*) r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of SU(3) r e s p e c t i v e l y , and 
where ψ denotes t h e unper turbed qq wave f u n c t i o n . S i m i l a r c o r r e c t i o n 
terms have become f a m i l i a r i n g r e d i e n t s of most hadron models i n o r d e r 
t o t a k e c a r e of t h e s o - c a l l e d h y p e r f i n e s p l i t t i n g s , which hcwever can 
be p r e t t y l a r g e i n p a r t i c u l a r for t h e l i g h t mesons. 
In our harmonic o s c i l l a t o r model such a c o l o u r s p l i t t i n g would be 
of t h e form 
-• ->• 
S "S— 
Δ Ε ~-3_a. [μω]
3/2 (Ι.ΘΟ) 
colour m m-
4 q 
n ч
 m m_ 
with t h e reduced quark mass μ = —*—-*· . 
^ m +m-
q q 
T h i s could be t a k e n as a p e r t u r b a t i v e c o r r e c t i o n term t o t h e d i r e c t qq 
p o t e n t i a l , which however would have two r a t h e r u n p l e a s a n t consequences . 
In t h e f i r s t p l a c e (1.80) does n o t t a k e a c c o u n t of t h e p o s s i b l e 
i n f l u e n c e of s t r o n g decay on t h e wave f u n c t i o n s , which can be d r a s t i c 
[Du BO]. Secondly t h e c o n s i d e r a b l e r e a l mass s h i f t s g iven by ( I . 8 0 ) 
may be s u d i t h a t some resonances l a n d below t h r e s h o l d and some bound 
s t a t e s above. I n o r d e r t o cope with t h e s e bad f e a t u r e s one could t h i n k 
of adding a very s h o r t - r a n g e , r-dependent s p i n - s p i n t e r m t o t h e 
h a m i l t o n i a n and t r y i n g t o s o l v e t h e coupled e q u a t i o n s i n c l u d i n g t h i s 
t e r m . Then t h e e f f e c t i v e r e s u l t would be comparable t o (1.79) b u t wi th 
t h e p r o p e r , c o r r e c t e d wave f u n c t i o n s t a k e n i n t o a c c o u n t . T h i s would 
r e q u i r e an approximat ion of t h i s s h o r t - r a n g e i n t e r a c t i o n by one o r more 
d e l t a f u n c t i o n s and i m p l i c a t e an e x t e n s i o n of t h e d e l t a - s h e l l formalism 
used i n t h e p r e v i o u s s e c t i o n (see a l s o r e f . [Du 82b]) . I n t h e p r e s e n t 
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i n v e s t i g a t i o n we w i l l resor t to an at f i r s t s i g h t l e s s obvious y e t 
s impler phenomenological approach which i s e f f e c t i v e l y comparable t o 
the former. Iti i s i n p l i e s the incorporation of colour s p l i t t i n g i n the 
decay mechanism by making the parameter g in (I .38) dependent on the 
r . h . s . of (1.80) , v i z . 
( ) 1 / 2 
•- (m +m_) ^ J 
q q 
where g i s a dimensionless phenomenological parameter representing the 
strength of the sp in-spin i n t e r a c t i o n . When evaluated i n second order 
perturbation theory (see s e c t i o n I I . 1) (1.81) leads t o an e x t r a 
i n t e r a c t i o n term comparable to (1.79) though invo lv ing i n s t e a d of 
Ψ
Η
 _ (0) the corrected wave function for s e v e r a l values of r. In 
addit ion i t should be noted that the square root i n (1.81) does not 
cause any t roub les , as the spin-spin term w i l l turn out to be always 
considerably smal ler than one in the actual f i t s . 
1.6 Relati vistic and phenomenological adaptations 
The s o far canp le te ly n o n r e l a t i v i s t i с formulation of the model has 
t o be modified a l i t t l e t o account for the h igh ly re l a t i vi s t i с v e l o c i ­
t i e s of the mesons in some decay channels as for instance ρ •+ ππ, where 
the k i n e t i c energ ies of the outgoing pions exceed t h e i r restmasses by 
almost a factor two. So we should try t o apply r e l a t i v i s t i c kinematics 
t o these channels. This can be done en the l e v e l of the (radial) 
Schrödinger equation [Mu 81] 
ρ 2 -ι 
_ _d_
 + HL+1) + 2 M V ф ( г ) = к 2 ф ( г ) (1.82) 
dr r -' 
with K2 = 2M(E - Τ) , 
where the threshold matrix Τ contains the t o t a l restmasses in the 
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di f ferent channels. Further we can wr i te formally 
« - 7 # • ( I - 8 3 ) 
In order t o g e t a k inemat ica l ly r e l a t i v i s t i с equation from (Ι.Θ2) we 
may now i n t e r p r e t the mcmenta and energy of the s c a t t e r i n g channels as 
r e l a t i v i s t i c q u a n t i t i e s given by 
E = Ss (Ι.Θ4) 
and 
•[ 
1/2 
(E2 - T2) (E2 - T?2) -11/2 
_2_ 
4E2 
j = l,q ( І . 5) 
where Τ and ТГ are the threshold and pseudo-threshold i n the j 
s c a t t e r i n g channel r e s p e c t i v e l y . Using (1.83) we obtain for the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c reduced two-meson mass 
mj = 2 "dB 
E 4 - Τ 2 Τ^2 
=
 3 3 _ 
4Ε3 
Ε . Ε,,. 
а] Тэз 
In the l i m i t of low mcmentum (1.85) and (1.86) approach the n o n r e l a t l -
v i s t i c express ions 
k. = /2m. (E-T.) 
D 3 1 
m =» —
d л
— 
j 4T j 
-
 m
 *\У • (1.87) 
аз "bj 
As for the r e l a t i v i s t i c treatment we make an except ion for c losed two-
meson channels, because the d e f i n i t i o n s (1.85) and (1.86) may lead t o 
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serious di f f icult ies when continued to below threshold. Firstly for 
E < ТГ the mcmentum к would again become real giving rise to 
osci l lat ing scattering solutions far below threshold. Moreover for 
E < /τ Tr the reduced mass m. would became negative. These phenomena 
3 j J 
are actually manifestations of the occurence of crossed channels which 
in a completely re la t i v i s t i c theory indeed can play an inportant role. 
In our dynamically nonrelativistic description, however, we cannot take 
into account such channels. Therefore we deal with the above problems 
by simply restricting the re lat iv i s t ic formulation to open scattering 
channels; for closed channels we use the nonrelati v i s t ic expressions of 
(Ι.Θ7). With this choice continuity of the S-matrix i s maintained 
throughout, while analyticity i s except for a discrete set of threshold 
energies. For the qq channels, where the used harmonic osci l lator 
potential i s essential ly nonrelati v i s t ic , a re la t i v i s t ic treatment of 
the kinematics would not be very meaningful and i s moreover less 
necessary in view of the kinetic energies of most qq systems. 
Next we should reconsider the phenomenological transition 
potential given by (1.38) . Since we use a harmonic oscil lator with 
constant frequency for the qq system, i t s extensiveness i s dependent 
on the reduced quark mass as follows: 
r
 = Ar2> ~ μ~ί/2 . (Ι.ΘΘ) 
av. qq 
In order to maintain such a dependence for the total system including 
the decay channels the parameter г , which sets the scale for the 
range of the transition potential, should be given a similar dependence. 
This might be thought of as a consequence of the influence of the 
original qq pair on the creation process. If we define the di mens i on le s s 
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quantity 
/μ -ω г. (Ι.β9) 
qq О 
then this parameter has to be the same for a l l mesons. 
Finally we introduce an energy dependence in the coupling potential 
in order to reduce the influence of closed scattering diannels, since 
their kinematical suppression i s not sufficient. A concie te and 
re lat iv is t ic derivation of the transition potential, which would 
involve an account of Lorentz-transformed wave functions for the out­
going mesons, should yield such an extra suppression. At present we 
have to follow the poor man's approadi of introducing a phenomenologic-
1/2 
al, energy dependent factor of the form (E/T ) , where Τ i s the 
th threshold of the j two-meson channel. With this the total coupling 
potential becomes 
( ) 1 / 2 
i n t l 3 Ц c (m+m-)3/2 * M i n t i í 
q q 
. 2 
x -T-exp (- - i - ) (1.90) 
0 
where the radial part can be approximated by delta functions as 
described in section 1.4. This energy dependence does not affect the 
analyticity properties of the S-matrix. The actual calculations and 
f i t s in chapter III wi l l be performed using this potential . 
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Appendix A. Wave functions 
In s e c t i o n 1.4 we have obtained an express ion for the S-matnx 
from the three coupled matrix equations 
ι л о - ν д
( 1 )
 * ν
 η
( 1 ) 
( ι ) 0 = Χ Α, + Χ Β, 
αα 1 αγ 1 
,ш i * Κ"2 » ·1/2 - ν ! " * ν ί " 
au, - ^ . μ .-/>..•/>.V«>.VJ» 
Vfe сап a l s o so lve A. and В from ( i ) and ( l i ) : 
A*1' l 
.
x
- l
x w
r i
 + l v - V 2 S v l / 2 l 
αα αγ 1_2 2 J 
(1) Γΐ 1 -1/2 „ 1/2 1 
B i = w [г + 2 v s v J 
(1.91) 
with the qxq matrix 
W = - X X X + x 
(_ γα αα αγ γγJ 
I f we now define 
X ( m ) Ξ X ( r J X(r .) . . . X(r,) , m = 1,N (1.92) 
m m—ι ι 
then we g e t , using ( 1 . 7 0 ) , for the wave function c o e f f i c i e n t matrices 
i n the i n t e r v a l between the m and (nH-l) 6 - s h e l l 
.(m+1), 
'
A l 
im+1) 
A 2 
(m+1) 
B l 
k B 2 
and for the wave function matrix 
(1.93) 
/ [ F i r H - x ^ x ^ x +х ( ш ,}іс(г){-х' , | , ,х-1х +x'm)}]w y
 ( r ) _ [ α" "α αγ αγ βα αα αγ βγ 
m + 1
 " и(г){-х'" )х"Іх (, " ,>«і(г){.х. ( и )х-1х +X<m))]w 
γα αα αγ γγ 6α αα αγ δγ 
-1/2
 c
 1/2 \ S ν λ 
ι 1 i/o ι /-> г < г < г . (1.94) 
i- + i ν - 1 7 2 S v 1 7 2 / m ^ 1 
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where the submatrices of X are defined analogously t o those in (1 .75) . 
(1.94) can a l s o be used for the wave function i n the outer region 
(r > r„) , whi le for the inner region we have 
N 
v - u .AU.-'W«; • 'I'95, 
0 < r < rl 
To obtain the wave function of a bound s t a t e or resonance, (1.94) 
and (1.95) have t o be evaluated on a p o l e , where the S-matrix blows up. 
Since S i s symmetric, i t can be d iagonal ized: 
where 0 i s a r e a l orthogonal matrix. 
As the po les o f 5 are of f i r s t order, only one λ blows up on a p o l e , 
say λ, . So i n the neighbourhood of a pole we can wr i te approximately 
d i a g ' i j к k i kj 
and consequently 
3 i j M "k^ki^kj S ^ M X k 0 k V ( Ι · 9 7 ) 
= / S . . S ' (no summation) 
•Піеп a l s o i · + -^ ν " 1 ' ' 2 S v 1 / 2 . . и ^ Λ " 1 S, . ^ J J ^ . (1.98) 
I 2 2 _ i j 2 i i i j j j 
Thus on a pole the S-matrix and a l so the wave function matrix became 
of rank one. The d ivergent part in the wave function can be s p l i t o f f 
by wr i t ing 
R. . 
S (Ε) « ΐ ^ ? - (1.99) 
i ] E-E0 
close to the pole position Ε , where the residue follows from 
R, . = lim e E. S. . ([l + e] Σ
η
) . (1.100) 
^ e+0 0 13 0 
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The normalization of a bound s t a t e wave function has to be performed 
numerically using express ions (1.95) and (1.94) for the d i f f e r e n t 
δ-she11 reg ions . 
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Chapter I I : Pole Hunting 
Introduction 
The fact that by means of an approximation method with delta 
functions we have managed to derive an analytic expression for the 
S-matrix does not imply that a l l physical quantities which are connect­
ed with i t can be written down expl ic i t ly . This in particular applies 
to the poles of S, whidi should represent the mesonic bound states and 
resonances of the coupled channel system. For the S-matrix (1.78) these 
singularities are given by the equation 
det (1 + iZ) = 0 , (II. 1) 
where Ζ i s defined in (1.77). Apart from the impracticability of 
evaluating the determinant in (II.1) algebraically for the systems we 
consider, the functions involved are sudi that this equation merely 
implicitly fixes the pole positions. Itierefore we have to resort to 
numerical methods in order to find the poles and trace them when the 
parameters are varied. At that we wi l l make use of second-order 
perturbation theory to obtain for small coupling the approximate 
positions of the poles that originate from the bound states of the 
discrete harmonic osci l lator spectrum. Starting from these the exact 
pole positions can be determined accurately by means of a rapidly 
converging iteration procedure, viz. the canplex, quadratic method of 
Newton. The pole positions for larger values of the coupling can then 
be found by turning i t on slowly and tracing the pole t i l l the coupling 
reaches the value i t should have. This tracing i s a two-fold procedure 
~2 involving a linear (in g ) extrapolation to estimate the next pole 
position, and Newton's method to fix i t precisely. When the coupling 
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or other parameters are changed only s l i g h t l y then Newton's method may 
a c t on i t s own. 
A complicating aspect of pole hunting l i e s i n the fact that these 
po les may change t h e i r r o l e s on t h e i r wanderings across the complex 
energy p lane. The reason i s that the wave function of a phys ica l 
resonance pole must have o s c i l l a t i n g components in the open s c a t t e r i n g 
channels and decaying ones i n the c losed channels. This requirement 
f i x e s the s i g n s of the square roots in the d e f i n i t i o n s (e i ther (Ι.Θ5) 
or (1.87)) of the momenta. When a resonance pole passes a threshold then 
i t s momentum in the accessory channel g e t s a wrong s i g n and consequently 
the pole becomes unphysical. At the same time, however, another p o l e , 
moving i n a d i f f e r e n t 'Riemann-sheet', pops up and takes over the ro le 
of phys ica l resonance. Also various other phenomena may a r i s e when 
deal ing with these t r a v e l i n g p o l e s . Yet i t must be emphasized that t h i s 
running of po les as a function of the coupling has no c l e a r phys ica l 
meaning. I t i s merely a techn ica l method of g e t t i n g to the ult imate 
pole p o s i t i o n s , which are the only ones that count. For a l l t h a t the 
study of the behaviour of S-matrix po les can be qu i te fasc inat ing and 
puzz l ing. 
For the computation and f i t t i n g of meson masses and widths v i a 
the t rac ing of po les the invocation of ample canputer a s s i s t a n c e i s 
unavoidable. The necessary evaluat ion and m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of many large 
matrices involv ing very complicated, complex a n a l y t i c functions for the 
determination of one s i n g l e pole p o s i t i o n requires e f f i c i e n t programming, 
optimizing compilation and high-speed execut ion . The programs are 
wr i t ten i n FORTRAN-IV language, compiled us ing the FORTRAN H-e χ tended 
compiler and run on the I.B.M.-370/158 and -4341 d i g i t a l computers. 
In appendix В the set-up of the major program i s sketched. 
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I I . 1 Second-order perturbati ve approximation of pole positions 
Iti e energy e igenvalues of equation (1.49) can be so lved approximate-
ly for small coupling by appl icat ion of second-order perturbation theory. 
In t h i s approach the coupling p o t e n t i a l V (r) i s considered as a 
perturbation of a system cons i s t ing of uncoupled harmonic o s c i l l a t o r 
and s c a t t e r i n g s t a t e s . As V has only o f f -d iagonal terms there i s no 
f i r s t - o r d e r contr ibut ion t o the energy. The second-order energy s h i f t 
of the H.O. spectrum - we only consider one qq channel - reads (see a l s o 
réf . [Du 77]) 
ΔΕ ?'• ï f ' E ρ 
3-10 vì Vi 
ьЛп>>1' 
E - E 
( I I . 2 ) 
where the d i s c r e t e index η re fers t o a H.O. s t a t e and the combined 
th index μ . t o a continuous s t a t e in the j s c a t t e r i n g channel, and with 
ρ the dens i ty of the l a t t e r s t a t e s . Itie normalized H.O. and s c a t t e r i n g 
s t a t e s are r e s p e c t i v e l y 
|n> =| Τ | with φ = 
2 ( μ ω ) 1 / 2 Γ ( η + 1 + | ) 
Γ(η+1)Γ2(11+|-) 
1/2 Í.+ 1 
, 2. 2 2 
(μωΓ ) e 
1 2 
μωΓ 
3 2 
Χ Ф(-пД+ j,-μωΓ ) ( I I . 3 ) 
(see a l s o (1.54) ) 
and IV with χ . - / - k . r j 0 (k.r) 4 L 'j - ^ ' " j 
/2mJ E 3 μ j 
( I I . 4 ) 
Bere L i s the radius of the large sphere i n whidi the B e s s e l function 
has t o be normalized. For large r t h i s function behaves asymptot ica l ly 
VV 
s i n (k r - -r- l ir) 
( I I . 5 ) 
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Further χ. must vanish on the sphere, i.e. 
3
 1 „ 
1 V " 2 l j* 
sin (k L - j lit) - 0 •» к - -ί
 L
 J
 , η -0,1,.·. (II.6) 
The density of states so becomes 
^ j L * j L m j 
Ρ = З^-
1
- - --SS"1- = -, · (II.7) 
% . dE π dE π к. j Mj Uj j 
Next we evaluate the matrix element in ( I I . 2 ) . Using 
V = A v tr ( r ) *i„t j / ^ - v · ( Ι Ι · 8 ) 
where the prime denotes t h a t we have absorbed the c o l o u r - s p l i t t i n g and 
threshold terms of (1.90) i n V. which now i s a Ixq matrix, we obtain 
i n t 
< y j |V i n t |n> = Δ J dr Х ](г) (V¿ t ) 3 l І^ S(r-rL) Vtr(r) φ η (г) 
•
 Δ
 ^ínt'lj J 1 V V "»n^ i» V ^ i ' · ( Ι Ι · 9 ) 
S u b s t i t u t i o n i n ( I I . 2 ) g i v e s for the second-order energy s h i f t 
ΔΕ
"
2> = Л2
 I L i L ^ ^ i ' V^Ti2 ^ ' ^ i ' ""'^г' 
? - 2 Г L m l X 3 ( r i l , X í ( r i 2 ) 
* l "int* ц J V 7 i é — Γ ϋ · ( Ι Ι · 1 0 ) 
3-1 0 j j η μ 
We see that L drops from t h i s expression as i t should. In order t o 
evaluate the i n t e g r a l we perform a change of v a r i a b l e s , v i z . 
dE = d (k2/2ni ) 
^ к 
= -
1
 dk (11.11) 
m j 3 
I f we rename k. by k' and subsequently replace E and E by r e s p e c t i v e -
2 2 
ly k' /2m. and к /2m., we ge t for the i n t e g r a l term 
4m - h ( k ' r i ' ^ ( k , r i > 
•^•J л,*'2\\ 3( к-нЛ·) 2 · ( Ι Ι · 1 2 ) 
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He should now d i s t i n g u i s h two c a s e s : 
(1) r 1 r . 
1 1 ^ 
A B e s s e l function j can be wr i t ten as 
Э = | th' 1»
 + h
( 2 )
, (11.13) 
where the Hankel functions satisfy 
h(2)(-x) =h ( 1 )(x) (11.14) 
So we can write 
ƒ dk f(k2) j(kr) j(kr·) = j ƒ dk f(k2) j(kr) 
χ {h'1' (kr·) + h < 2 ) (4cr·)} 
j ƒ dkf(k2) j(kr) h ( 1 ) (kr') (11.15) 
(1) Applying (11.15) to (11.12) yields j„ (к· r )h04i' (k'r ) 
о
 £
-i ii l4 1 7 
ƒ <*.
 k.2 _ J 1 І_ 2 π j ij i 2 (к^к") (к -к') (II.16) 
The integrant has po les a t к' = к . + 1ε and к' = - к. - ϊ ε . The 
in tegrat ion contour can be c losed by a semic i rc le i n the upper ha l f 
of the complex k ' -p lane . Since the B e s s e l function conta ins factors of 
the form 
i k ' r ^ 
- i k ' r 
and k ' r k ' r 
1 1 
and the Hankel function only 
i k ' r i-2 
k'r, 
(11.17) 
we see that for r <_ r 
1 2 
Um j (k 'r ) h ( 1 ) (k'r. ) 
Im(k ')-*-+•> j 1 1 2 
Um — ^ т -
Im(k')-»-+- к' г^ 
О (11.18) 
Because the r e s t of the in tegrant goes t o a constant i n t h i s l i m i t , 
the contr ibut ion of the i n f i n i t e semic i rc le van ishes . From Cauchy's 
theorem i t fo l lows that the i n t e g r a l (11.16) equals the contr ibut ion 
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of the po le a t k' = к . + ίε, whidi g i ves v 
2 _ _ _ „_, J^_ , „. _
 % „ ( 1 ) ^ _ , 
2 
— m. r. r. 2π1 * j (k .r ) h (k.r ir J i j i 2 -2k j -'lj D i 1 i j 3 i 
= - 2 imk r r j (k r ) h ^ ' l k r ) . (11.19) 
3
 J 1 1 1 2 *j ^ ^l *j 3 2 
( i i ) r > r 
1 1 2 
In t h i s case we can proceed as above a f t e r having interchanged r and 
1 
r. » which r e s u l t s in 
1 2 
- 2iin к r r. j (k r ) h ( 1 ) ( k r ) . (11.20) 
0 J
 1 х 2 j J 2 J 1 
Combining ( I I . 3 ) , (11.10) , (11.19) and (11.20) we f i n a l l y obtain for 
the second-order energy s h i f t 
ΔΕ 
, , , Γ ( η + 4 + | ) N І 2 
{
η
2)
 = - 4 1 ^ r - 2 - 5 - I I (2 - β )[у
Ш
г r ] ί + 1 
Γ(η+1)Γ Ζ (1+|-) i 2 = l i j » ! 1 2 "Ι ^ 
1 2 2 3 2 3 2 
χ exp [- -j uu(r +r ) ] Φ(-η,4+ —¡pur ) Φ (-n,A+ — ;ушг. ) ¿ i j i 2 ¿ l j ¿ i 2 
. Δ 2 
^ r ' - i j ' V tr ( r i 2 > . ^ Г 1 ^ n t ' l j k 3 r i 1 3l V i ^ 
x k.r. h ' 1 ' (k.r. ) . (11.21) 
j 1 2 £ j j ^ 
When the proper momenta and reduced masses are s u b s t i t u t e d t h i s formula 
can be used for r e l a t i v i s t i c and c losed s c a t t e r i n g channels as w e l l . 
11.2 Newton's method 
When one i s looking for s o l u t i o n s of the equation 
f ( z 0 ) = 0 , (11.22) 
where f is a complex analytic function apart from possible poles and 
cuts, one mostly has to fall back upon numerical solving methods, since 
such an equation only rarely can be inverted. Because f is differentiable 
4Θ 
we can expand £(zn) in a power series around z. 
f(z0) = ftz.) + „ -. ) ff tz.) + Ì (ζ0-ζ.)2 І | ( z , + .. 
dz (11.23) 
If z. lies close enough to z., i.e. 
|z.-z | « 1 (11.24) 
then the series can be cut off after a few terms, yielding 
= . < «
 + . « > ^ • a ^ 
with c j 1 ' = f ( z i ) , C j 1 5 = f , ( z 1 ) , c ^ = ί ' · (ζ . ) 
. ( i ) ( i ) ( i ) 1 ( i ) 2 ( i ) ( i ) ( i ) 
and aj = Cj - c 2 ж 1 + 2 с з z i ' a 2 = c 2 - c 3 z i ' 
a
( i )
 = - ! - c ( i ) a 3 2 C 3 
Also the differentiation of f with respect to ζ has to be performed 
numerically, viz. 
f(z) » f(2+ó2)2;zf(z-éz) for M « и 
and (11.26) 
.„, , f'(ζ+δζ) - f'(ζ) . ι p ι ι , 
f..(z) ю _ і L. i_L f o r | 6 z| « | z| 
N 
Sz 
f(z-t-6z) + f(z-Sz) - 2 f(z) 
(6z)2 
If we define 
fi Έ £<*i> 
fi Ξ f l Zi + 6 z i ) (11.27) 
f^  = f(zi - SzJ 
then the zero of f follows approximately from 
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w i t h
 u> < ^ ; - " i 
a = J 
2(«zi)¿ 
f+ - f" 
„(i) 2І li 7 ,'1*, ÍTT 7Й1 
a2 = 2¿Z. " 2 a3 Zi ( Ι Ι · 2 8 ) 
ι 
(i) . (i)
 =
Ci) 2 
al • fi - a 2 Zi - a3 Zi 
This procedure can be repeated, in which the successive approximations 
ven by 
- a'
1
' ± / ( a f » , 2 ^ ^ ^ » ' 
of z
n
 are gi
2 a3 
(11.29) 
As a criterion for the choice of the sign of the square root we demand 
that |z. . - z.| is minimum. In order to obtain a rapid convergence of 
the iteration the variations δζ. should be chosen such that 
ι 
|6z i + 1| « I ζ - ζ I for all i . (11.30) 
When the zero lies on the real axis, (11.29) can give rise to difficul­
ties if the discriminant is negative. In that case we resort to a linear 
method of Newton which implies that the series in (11.23) is terminated 
already after two terms. The iteration then reads 
f 
zi
+
i • zi - 2fizi 7 7 7 ("·3ΐ) 
i i 
The quadratic iteration method converges considerably faster than the 
linear one. In practice two steps of the former method usually suffice 
to find the zero with an accuracy of eight or more digits. If, however, 
the starting value is too far off, then both approaches may lead astray 
and eventually result in encountering other zeroes. Checking of all 
iteration steps is therefore necessary. 
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II.3 Pole trajectories and Riemann sheets 
The S-matrix poles that follow from equation (II. 1) can be found 
using the method outlined in the previous section. For small coupling 
an accurate starting value for the pole position is needed, since then 
the residue of the pole is small and thus the singularity is so to say 
very sharp. With increasing coupling the precise starting value becomes 
less and less critical, because the pole gets broader. These phenomena 
can be nicely seen from figs б and 7, where a two-dimensional surface 
is plotted the height of which represents the absolute value of the 
complex-valued function det (1 + iz) in the environs of the ρ resonance 
pole. In fig. 6 the coupling g is chosen one hundredth of the physical 
value in fig. 7. The tracing of the poles towards their final positions 
therefore starts with the application of the perturbative method 
described in section II.1, which for small coupling is accurate up to 
F-ig. 6: ρ pole surface for g = Z.W * 10 GeV; moadmum height = 2. 
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Fig. 7: ρ yole surface for g - 2.16 GeV; maximim height - 0.001. 
two or three digits of the energy shift. After the pole has been fixed 
the coupling is increased. A trial value for every next pole position 
~2 is given by linear extrapolation in g (see fig. 8), i.e. 
~2 ~2 
gi+l " gi 
E
m ^
 Ei + ~2 ~2 (Ei - V l ' ' (I1· 
gi - gi-l 
where E. and E. are the energies of the previous two pole positions 
~2 ~2 
with the accessory couplings g. and g. . In this way the pole moves 
along a trajectory till it reaches its final resonance or bound state 
position. Examples of such trajectories are depicted in fig. 9 belong­
ing to the ρ resonance, and in fig. 10 which applies to the ψ(3685). 
The latter is particularly interesting because here the pole 
passes the threshold of the lowest-lying two-meson (DD) channel, so 
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E r 
Fig. 8: Schematic pole-tracing procedure. 
the resonance has to become a bound state, which is manifested by the 
pole turning back to the real axis and moving along it from the threshold. 
Fig. 9: ρ pole trajectory in complex energy (GeV) plane. 
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-O.Ol ·· 
-0.02 ·· 
-0.03 -ί 
Fig. 10: ψ' pole trajectory in complex Ε-plane; horiz. : GeV, vert.: MeV. 
These and other aspects of pole trajectories are intimately 
related to the concept of branch cut singularities and Riemann surfaces 
(see ref. [Sw 81] for a more detailed treatise). In scattering theory 
these cuts are a consequence of the definition of the momenta as a 
function of the energy, i.e. 
к = /2m (E - Τ )' , (11.32) 
where the square root is a double-valued analytic function, the cut 
of which is layed along the real axis in the complex energy plane 
starting from the threshold. The cut connects two different so-called 
Riemann sheets, in which the square-root function is defined clockwise 
and anticlockwise respectively. For each threshold such a pair of 
Riemann sheets does occur, which in the multichannel case of η thres­
holds gives rise to a total of 2 different sheets constituting a 
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multiply connected Riemaim surface. Only a small part of this surface 
is physically relevant. Hereto belongs first of all the physical region, 
in which all momenta can be chosen real and positive. In the correspond­
ing Riemann sheet the imaginary parts of all the momenta are positive 
or zero. Further the η sheets that are directly connected with the 
latter one are of importance, since poles appearing there may manifest 
themselves as physical resonances. For that it is necessary that for a 
given energy of the pole the imaginary parts of the momenta belonging 
to open scattering channels are chosen negative, and those of the closed 
scattering channels positive, in order to have resonating outgoing waves 
in the open channels, and exponentially decaying ones in the closed 
channels. When a physical resonance pole passes a threshold and stays 
in the same Riemann sheet, then it becomes unphysical. In fig. 11 the 
Fig. 11: ρ pole trajectories in 3 different Riemann sheets; units: GeV. 
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trajectories are plotted of the ρ pole in three different Riemarm 
sheets, where the resonance in turn is physical below the πω threshold, 
between the πω and КІС thresholds and above the KK threshold. Note that 
the trajectory of fig. 9 applies to the former of the three. If a pole 
passes the lowest threshold as in the case of fig. 10, it has to cross 
from one sheet to another, i.e. to the physical one. This is a 
continuous transition, since at this threshold the accessory momentum 
becomes identically zero. 
When the momenta are defined relativistically (eq. (1.85)), all 
the above still holds, except that then a pole passes a threshold at 
an energy the real part of which is slightly larger than the threshold 
value. The extra complications caused by the pseudo-thresholds we part 
with by treating relativistically only open scattering channels, as 
we have discussed already in section 1.6. 
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Appendix В. Program set-up 
The various methods described in this chapter are combined with a 
computation of the S-matrix in a large computer program written in 
FORTRAN-IV. With this program the masses (and widths) of all pseudo-
scalar and vector mesons can be computed and fitted to the data by 
means of the tracing of S-matrix poles. Further also some scattering 
quantities can be obtained such as cross sections, phase shifts and 
amplitudes for Argand diagrams. The set-up of the program is depicted 
schematically in the flow diagram of fig. 12, where the blocks denote 
the various program segments, i.e. subroutines, program functions and 
nonstandard mathematical functions, and where the arrows mark the 
lines of invocation. The organization of the program is as follows: 
MAIN first of all controls the in- and output of all the data including 
experimental masses, pole positions and parameters. These are shared 
with the other program parts via several so-called COMMON BLOCKS. 
Further the positions and strengths of the delta functions describing 
the transition potential are determined by invocation of the routine 
TRANS. The principal call from MAIN is to the routine FIT, where the 
parameters are adapted to the experimental data in a least-square 
fit. Thereto the function CHISQ is called for several sets of slightly 
2 
varied parameters, where the chi-squared (χ ) of a fit is computed. 
When necessary, additional calls to TRANS are made from FIT in order 
to adjust the δ-shells. From CHISQ the pole-hunting routine POLE is 
invoked. The pole positions for different values of the coupling are 
determined using the quadratic or linear method of Newton programmed 
in the routine NEWTON. To obtain for small coupling an accurate 
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Fig. 12: Block diagram of the meson computer program. 
approximation of the position of a pole, POLE can invoke the function 
APPROX, where the second-order perturbation formula (11.21) is 
programmed. From NEWTON the function SMTRX is called for the calcula­
tion of the function Det(l+iZ). In its turn SMTRX calls the function 
COLOUR, where the colour splitting terms for the different mesons are 
computed. SMTRX and also APPROX moreover invoke several non-built-in 
mathematical functions, including CGAMMA (complex gamma function), 
KUMMER (complex confluent hypergeometric function), and BESSEL, NEUMAN, 
HANKL1 and HANKL2 (complex spherical Bessel, Neuman and Hankel functions). 
5Θ 
Cross sections, phase shifts and Argand data, finally, are obtained 
by a call from MAIN via the routine CRPHAR again to SMTRX for a compu-
tation of the complete S-matrix. 
The total program including all functions and subroutines has a 
length of 1100 lines, and requires a storage capacity of about 180 
kilobytes. 
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Chapter I I I . Results and Comparison with Experiment 
Introduction 
The reproduction of experimental data, in particular particle 
spectra, has always been considered to be the basic requirement for a 
phenomenological quark model to be recognized as a useful contribution 
to hadron physics. If many data points can be fitted with a relatively 
small number of parameters, then a model is believed to have some 
predictive power. In our investigation we have tried to meet these 
requirements by on the one side applying the model to a wide variety 
of mesons and on the other hand keeping the number of parameters down 
through the choice of simple though suitable interactions. At this it 
should be noted that our coupled-channel formalism inevitably leads to 
the introduction of extra parameters in comparison with standard, 
single-channel potential models. In return for this the model produces 
in addition to masses also hadronic widths and an abundant amount of 
scattering data. 
In finding the optimum values for the parameters we do not resort 
to a least-square fit to all available data, but we mainly concentrate 
on the radial spectra (fig. 3) that have been presented at the intro-
duction of the model. All other masses, widths, etc. are then calculat-
ed for fixed parameters. Deviations from experimental data are dis-
cussed, and possible explanations and remedies are suggested. 
III.l. Masses and widths of pseudo-scalar and vector mesons 
The parameters of our model as described in chapter I are the 
following: 
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- the harmonic oscillator frequency ω> 
- the dimensionless transition radius p.; 
- the constituent masses of nonstrange, strange, charm and bottom quarks, 
i.e. m , m , ш , and m. ; 
η s с D 
- the dimensionless colour-splitting constant g ; 
- a dimensionless decay coupling constant g, which we define as 
g Ξ g/ω . (III.l) 
These parameters are fitted to the masses of the vector mesons that 
constitute the radial spectra of figure 3, and additionally to the 
masses of the К and the K*. By the way, for the vector mesons we take 
only one qq channel, so mixing with D. states, which in our model is 
anyhow small as we have observed in ref. [Be 80] and gives rise to mere 
energy shifts of the order of one MeV, is not considered. In the actual 
calculations the transition potential is approximated by 20 delta 
functions, which suffices to have reasonably stable results. In 
appendix С the convergence of this approximation method is shown in 
several ways. 
The masses of resonances do not follow straightforwardly from the 
pole positions. When a pole lies close to the real axis, then indeed 
the mass and width of the resonance гиге quite accurately given by the 
real part and twice the imaginary part of the pole position respective­
ly. If however that is not so, then the latter only holds in the case 
of a pure Breit-Wigner resonance. Any momentum or energy dependence may 
result in considerable deviations. Nevertheless, these have been 
checked to be in most cases either negligible or small compared with 
the experimental errors. Only for the ρ(770), which is a broad and very 
accurately established resonance, we take instead of the real part of 
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the pole the energy belonging to the peak in the calculated ππ cross 
section (see fig. 15), being about 25 MeV higher. For all hadronic 
widths we take twice the imaginary parts of the poles. The results for 
the masses and the widths are shown in table IV. 
P a r t i c l e 
Ρ 
Ρ ' 
Ρ " 
к 
к* 
φ 
φ" 
φ" 
J/ψ 
ψ' 
ψ" 
ψ·" 
τ 
τ· 
Τ " 
ι ρ Ι Ι Ι 
Theor.Mass 
0.76 
1.29 
1.59 
0.50 
0.93 
1.03 
1.53 
1.86 
3.10 
3.67 
4.04 
4.41 
9.42 
10.01 
10.41 
10.78 
Exp.Mass 
0.770 
1.25 
1.6 
0.496 
0.892 
1.020 
1.65 
1.9 
3.097 
3.685 
4.030 
4.414 
9.433 
9.993 
10.324 
10.548 
Theor.Width 
152 
36 
71 
49 
5 
14 
6 0 
22 
79 
34 
Exp.Width 
158 
~ 1 2 5 
~ 2 0 0 
50 
4 
~ 1 0 0 
~ 4 0 0 
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4 3 
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Table IV: Masses (in GeV) of the mesons used to fit the parameters, 
and their Widths (in MeV). 
The fitted values of the parameters are 
m = 406 MeV 
ω = 190 MeV 
p„ = 0.56 
11.41 
5.47 
""b 
508 MeV 
1562 MeV 
4724 MeV 
(III.2) 
Note that only g and g can be considered as entirely free fit param­
eters, since the others are much more bounded. For this set of param-
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eters the resulting masses of the rejnaining well-established pseudo-
scalar and vector mesons are 
tabulated in fahle V. These 
mesons have no or negligible 
hadronic widths except for the 
ω, which can decay into three 
pions resulting in a width of 
10 MeV. Three-particle decays, 
however, can not be incorporated 
directly in our model, although 
preliminary calculations, in 
which the 3π decay is treated 
as a virtual two-particle 
Particle 
IT 
τ.(η
η
) 
η·(η3) 
ω 
D 
F 
D* 
F* 
Л
с 
% 
Theor.Mass 
0.40 
0.39 
0.60 
0.84 
1.66 
1.74 
1.94 
2.04 
2.83 
3.60 
Exp.Hass 
0.138 
0.549 
0.958 
0.783 
1.866 
2.030 
2.007 
2.140 
2.981 
3.592 
Table 7: Massee (in GeV) of the 
remaining ground átate 
mesone. 
decay into a π and a broad ρ resonance, indeed produce a theoretical 
ω width of roughly the right size. Here further research is still 
necessary. 
Now we turn to the discussion of the above results. The agreement 
between model and experiment is rather good for the radial spectra 
with the exception of the Τ "mass, which comes out much too high. This 
descrepancy might indicate the necessity of modifying slightly the 
inner part of the confining potential, for instance by adding a 
Coulomb-like term. The effect of such a term, a possible consequence 
of short-range QCD interactions, would be a decrease of the level 
splittings for increasing radial excitation, which would became of 
importance for very heavy and thus small systems like the T. The 
incorporation of this extra interaction term in the model could proceed 
via the extended {-shell approximation formalism of ref. [Du 82], there-
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by conserving exact solvability. The results for the hadronic widths 
in table IV are very good for the p, K* and φ, reasonable for the ψ" 
and ψ '" , and too small in the case of the ρ and φ radial excitations. 
At this we should observe that there can be discrepancies between the 
widths following from the pole positions and those deduced from the 
calculated scattering data. In fig. 15. for example, where the elastic 
p-wave ππ cross section is plotted, we see that the bumps at the 
positions of the assumed ρ' and ρ" resonances are largely eclipsed by 
a huge background originating from the ground-state resonance pole. 
This phenomenon is further stressed because of the occurrence of 
competing inelastic channels that make the elastic cross section drop 
far below the unitarity limit. Yet there must be another mechanism 
which may generate the above-mentioned large experimental widths. This 
could be the existence of decay channels of a type not yet considered 
in our model, namely decays into orbitally excited mesons. A strong 
indication in favour of their importance is the observation that the 
ρ(1600) decays mainly into 4π via Α.π in a relative s-wave, where A. 
is a p-wave meson with quantum number I J = 1 1 [Pa 81]. Investi­
gations are going on to take into account such decay channels. 
Looking at the results for the meson masses in table V we see seme 
sizable discrepancies between model and experiment. In the first place 
the open charm mesons D, D*, F and F* crane out much too low. Here we 
are probably punished for the nonrelativistic treatment of closed 
scattering channels, because for these mesons several pseudo-thresholds 
lie close to the physical masses. The influence of these pseudo-thres­
holds might give rise to a considerably different effective coupling 
constant g. This conjecture is supported by the results of a fit of g 
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Particle 
D 
D* 
F 
F* 
Theor.Mass 
1.Θ81 
2.057 
1.973 
2.161 
Exp.Mass 
1.866 
2.007 
2.030 
2.140 
g 
θ. 39 
8.39 
8.39 
8.39 
Table VI: Masses (in GeV) of open charm 
mesons. 
to the masses of the D, D*, F and F*, which are shown in table VI. Also 
this matter has to be inves­
tigated further. Then we also 
see pretty large deviations 
for the η, η' and л . Here 
с 
two mechanisms may play an 
important role. First of all 
we have handled the eta's as 
ideally mixed states, which 
approach might need some modification, especially in the case of the 
η and η'. In our model mixing of pure qq states could be realized 
through the introduction of an additional qq channel, which will be 
studied. Secondly we notice that the eta's, being isosinglet states 
PC -+ 
with quantum numbers J = 0 , can annihilate into two gluons, either 
virtually or decaying into hadrons. Such a process gives rise to a 
repulsive effective quark-antiquark potential that could lift consider­
ably their masses [DeR 75a]. Moreover, with our wave functions this shift 
-1/2 
would be roughly proportional to m , where m is the quark mass, 
4 q 
which then might explain the relatively small deviation of the η . 
с 
Finally we consider the traditionally problematic π meson. Apart from 
the standard observation that the π can be strongly mixed with a Gold-
stone boson, we note that m our model the pion mass results as the 
difference of two relatively large numbers, so that potential errors 
due to approximations or assumptions may be strongly enhanced. 
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III.2 Quark velocities 
With the results for the quark masses, obtained in the last section, 
we can test our nonrelativistic description of qq systems. For a system 
ν 
bound by a power potential V(r) ~ r the average kinetic energy, as 
prescribed by the virial theorem [Qu 79], is given by 
<T> =
 2 ^ v Ε , (III.3) 
where E is the total energy not including the restmasses. In the non­
relativistic case of an unperturbed harmonic oscillator potential the 
mean squared velocity of a quark of mass m then becomes 
<β
2
> = <p2/m2> = - <ρ2/2μ> = <T>/m = E/2m = Μ/2μ - 1 , (III.4) 
m 
where μ is the reduced quark mass and И is the mass of the total system. 
Although our harmonic oscillator is deformed drastically by the decay, 
we still use (III.4) to compute the quark velocities for the states 
shown in table VII. The influence of the coupled channels will be a 
Particle 
<ß
2> 
Ρ 
-0.06 
Ρ' 
0.59 
Ρ" 
0.96 
Φ 
0.02 
Φ* 
0.51 
Φ" 
0.Θ4 
Φ 
-0.01 
ψ· 
0.17 
ψ» 
0.29 
ψ» 
0.41 
Particle 
<β
2
> 
Τ 
-0.00 
Τ' 
0.06 
τ­
ο.10 
Τ­
Ο.14 
Table VII: Mean squared quark velocities. 
(slight) reduction of these numbers, since they make the effective qq 
potential become less fast rising (see also section III.4). The quoted 
numbers point out a very sound nonrelativistic description of the 
ground states and the Τ systems, becoming however somewhat dubious for 
the ρ and φ radial excitations. 
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I I I . 3 Cross sections, phase shifts and Argand diagrams 
Having an explicit expression for the S-oatrix, as derived in 
section 1.4, we can easily compute all kinds of scattering quantities. 
These carry the characteristics of pure resonance scattering, since we 
do not take into account final-state interactions, partly for simplici-
ty, partly because such interactions do not have much influence on the 
positions of resonance and bound state poles, as has been verified. The 
consequences of this simplification we demonstrate below. 
The standard quantities that are used to describe scattering 
processes are cross sections, phase shifts and scattering amplitudes, 
the latter of which are usually visualized by means of so-called 
Argand diagrams. The partial cross section for an incoming state i into 
an outgoing state j follows from the S-matrix through 
2 
o(i,)(i ->• j) = AT (21+1) 
4 
S U )(i + j) - 6.. (III.5) 
where k. is the incoming momentum, and where the label £, which is 
taken the same for both the initial and final states, refers to the 
th I partial wave. In our investigation, where all two-meson states 
are in p-waves, (III.5) reduces to 
o(i- j) =Ц 
ki 
S - s 
ij ij 
2
 . (III.6) 
The definition of phase shifts in multichannel scattering is not 
straightforward. Although the S-matrix can formally be written as 
S = β 2 ΐ Δ , (III.7) 
where Δ is the phase-shift matrix which is real and synmetric, the 
former can be parametrized in several ways in terms of phase shifts 
and mixing parameters (see e.g. ref. [Sw 61] for the two-channel case). 
When many coupled channels are involved it is customary to write for 
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the diagonal elements of S 
S i l = τ\ί e
2 1
*
1
 , (III.8) 
where η = |s..| <^  1 is the elasticity of the process i ->· i, which then 
defines 6., the phase shift in the i channel, up to additive factors 
2π. Scattering amplitudes follow from S through the definition 
T., = ^ г (S. . - 6. .) . (III.9) 
ij 2i i] i] 
In an Argand diagram the imaginary part of an element of Τ is plotted 
against the real part, both as a function of the energy. 
The comparison with experiment on meson-meson scattering cannot 
be very fruitful yet, since there are not many data available for such 
processes. The reason is the difficulty to extract meson-meson scatter­
ing data from the very indirect experiments also involving baryons that 
necessarily have to be set up for that purpose. The best data, viz. 
phase shifts, have been produced on ππ and πΚ scattering, which we 
will compare with the predictions of the model, computed with the 
fixed parameters of (III.2). In fig. 13 the experimental [Pr 73] and 
theoretical p-wave, I = 1 ππ phase shifts are plotted in the energy 
interval of 0.55 - 1.15 GeV. We see a good agreement in the region of 
the ρ resonance, but somewhat too small theoretical phase shifts out­
side this region, which is probably due to the neglect of some direct 
interactions between the pions. In fig. 14 we compare the experimental 
[ES 78] and the computed p-wave, I = 1/2 Κπ phase shifts from 0.73 to 
1.1 GeV. Because in the fit of section III.l the K* resonance came 
out about 40 MeV too high, we shift the theoretical phase shifts 40 
HeV in energy in order to have an optimum comparison between model and 
experiment. This action is equivalent to a slight change of the 
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Fig. 23: Theor. (solid line) and exp. p-*waoe, I = 1 ππ phase ehifte (Deg.) ve. energy (GeV). 
Fig. 14: Theor. (solid line) and exp. р-ыа е3 I = 1/2 Kit phase shifts (Deg.) υβ. energy (GeV). 
parameters and does not affect the essential features of the results. 
As for the phase-shift behaviour there appears to be a very good 
agreement over a wide energy range. 
Now we present the computed cross sections and Argand diagrams 
for the above two scattering processes. In fig. 15 the elastic p-wave, 
I = 1 irir cross section is plotted over an energy region containing the 
first three ρ resonances. The high inelasticity of the process at the 
positions of the p' and p" is quite evident, which might add consider­
ably to the experimental difficulties to establish in particular the 
ρ (1250). This inelasticity can be seen even better in the Argand 
diagram of fig. 16, where the three tiny loops representing the p', p" 
and ρ'" have radii much smaller than one, which shows the strong 
competition of inelastic channels. In figures 17 and 18, finally, the 
0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.Э I.« 1.5 1.6 1.7 
„-2, Fig. 15: Theor. elastic ρ-ωαυβ, I = 1 ππ erose section (GeV ) vs. 
energy (GeV). 
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Fig. 16: Theor. elastic p-wave, I = 1 тттг Argand diagram; energy range 
0.5 - 2.0 GeV. 
elastic p-wave, I = 1/2 Kir cross section and ditto Argand diagram are 
plotted. The huge peak in fig. 17 and the unit circle in fig. 18 
both represent the K* resonance. The small circle in the latter 
figure indicates the first radial excitation of the K*. 
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300 ' 
гоо · 
100 • 
ο.β 0.9 
\ 
ι 
Jo 1.1 
- 2 , Fig. 17: Theor. el. p-wave, 1=1/2 Κτ or.seat. (GeV ) vs. energy (GeV) 
Fig. 18: Theor. el. ρ-ωαυβ., 1=1/2 Κτι Argand diag.; E-range 0.8-1. S GeV. 
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III.4 Wave functions, particle sizes and leptonic decay widths 
With the expressions derived in appendix A the wave functions of 
bound states can be obtained, i.e. of systems without open decay 
channels. For resonances no stationary wave functions can be written 
down, because in those cases there is a continuous probability flow 
from the confined qq channel towards the open channel(s). In figs 19 
and 20 the radial qq wave functions of the J/ψ and the ψ' are plotted 
(for 20 delta functions), together with the unperturbed harmonic 
oscillator wave functions. The clearly drastic influence of the closed 
decay channels is rather striking. They turn out to make the wave 
function much more compact, which effect is most substantial for the 
ground state. We will return to this point below. In figs 21 and 22 
the wave functions in the DD channels of the same two charmonium 
systems are plotted. In the case of the J/ψ we see a more rapid 
exponential falling-off than for the ψ', because the former particle 
lies much farther below the DD threshold. Still the content of the DD 
channel is not totally negligible, which also holds for the other 
virtual decay channels. For a determination of the sizes of bound-
state particles we compute numerically the mean squared radii given by 
<r
2
> = ƒ dr r 4 R2(r) , (III.10) 
0 
with R(r) the radial qq wave function as depicted in figs 19 and 20» 
which is normalized as 
ƒ dr r 2 R2(r) = 1 . (III.11) 
0 
In table VIII r = /<r > is given for several quarkonia. 
The results are reasonable and in rough accord with predictions of 
other models. In conclusion we compute the leptonic decay widths of 
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Fig. 19: Radial J/lf-qq and H.О. wave funai. (GeV ) vs. r (GeV ) . 
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3/2 - -1 
Fig. 21: Radial J/ψ Dave funot. (GeV ) in DD channel vs. r (GeV ) . 
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Fig. 22: Radial ψ' wave funai. (GeV ' ) in DD ahannel vs. r (GeV ) . 
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P a r t i c l e 
r in fm 
av. 
π 
0.Θ4 
К 
0.7Θ 
\ 
0.43 
J/Ψ 
0.47 
ψ. 
0.92 
Τ 
0.27 
Τ­
Ο. 53 
Τ" 
0.67 
Table VIII: Sizes of stable partiales. 
the ψ ала Τ states of table VIII. These particles have quantum numbers 
PC — + — + — 
J = 1 , so they can decay into an e e (or μ μ ) pair via a virtual 
photon. The decay width of this process is given by the Van Royen -
Weisskopf formula [RO 67], which for s-states reads 
Ve" = 4 — i 1 l R< 0>r . (III. 12) 
where a is the fine-structure constant, Q the quark charge, M the 
total mass of the system and R(0) the radial wave function at the origin. 
In our multichannel approach we actually would have to take into account 
the total wave function with all its components, but for simplicity we 
restrict ourselves to the qq component, which constitutes the bulk of 
it. The resulting leptonic widths are given in table IX. We see that 
the predictions of the model are clearly too small in absolute magni­
tude but not unreasonable as for the proportions. Note that a unper­
turbed harmonic oscillator potential would produce larger leptonic 
Particle J/Ψ Ψ' 
1.Θ3 
4.60 
0.88 
2.05 
0.28 
1.17 
0.16 
0.54 
0.22 
0.39 
Model 
Γ+ _ in kev 
е е 
Experiment 
Table IX: Leptonic decay widths of сЪагтопіит and beautoniim states. 
widths for the first radial excitations than for the ground states, 
which undesirable result is restored by the coupled channels. The too 
small leptonic widths produced by the model indicate the necessity of 
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modifying the short-range part of the confining potential, as we have 
already suggested earlier. To that end the addition of a Coulomb or 
Coulomb-like potential seems a plausible choice, which will be 
investigated. Besides, also a treatment of wave functions and leptonic 
widths of resonant states will be studied. 
III.5 Conclusions 
The model that has been presented in this thesis for the descrip-
tion of mesons is not a settled matter. Mainly on account of the 
results several extensions and modifications, we come back to presently, 
have been suggested in order to make the model even better applicable 
to a wide class of particles and to cope with some clear deficiencies. 
Still these results are quite promising, and moreover they unmistaka-
bly show the large influence of strong decay and the necessity to 
incorporate it in reliable spectroscopic calculations. Especially the 
substantial impact of closed decay channels on bound states is striking 
and might put question-marks to many results of spectroscopic hadron 
models not dealing with decay. 
As mentioned above, the model can be improved through the intro-
duction of a few adaptations and new ingredients, of which we briefly 
recapitulate the main points. Firstly the confining potential has to 
be reconsidered as for its short-range behaviour. A Coulomb or any 
other potential term can be added without losing exact solvability. 
In order to account for possible three- or more-particle decays, which 
in some cases even can be dominant as pointed out by the data, the 
inclusion of additional decay channels involving orbitally excited 
mesons should be given a serious thought. Such an extension is also of 
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Importance to uniform the couplings of the ω and φ and the other mesons. 
For a more accurate reproduction of scattering data the implementation 
of final-state interactions seems necessary. A proper treatment of 
closed decay channels requires the investigation of pseudo-thresholds, 
which play an important role in the case of highly unequal masses. The 
relativistic quark velocities that appear for the excitations of the 
light mesons should be dealt with. Finally two-gluon annihilation and 
mixing effects have to be studied in order to be able to handle the η 
mesons correctly. 
Besides these topics of research) the application of the model to 
non-s-wave mesons and also to baryons may be considered. 
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Appendix С. Convergence of ¿-shell approximation method 
The approximation method with delta functions described in section 
1.4 has in comparison with standard numerical solving techniques the 
advantage of yielding explicit expressions for the S-matrix and the 
wave function. This is a very favourable feature especially when, as 
in our case, the solutions are needed in the neighbourhood or on top 
of singularities. Moreover, the method requires considerably less 
computing time provided that a reasonable number of delta functions 
suffices to obtain accurate solutions. So the remaining crucial point 
is the convergence for increasing number of δ-shells, since the result­
ing S-matrix is analytic, unitary and symmetric for any number used. 
This convergence we show on the level of pole positions, cross sections 
and wave functions for the fixed parameters of (III.2). In table X the 
positions of the ρ pole are given for 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 delta 
functions. He see that for 20 ¿-shells the pole position is already 
fixed up to 2 MeV. For most other 
particles the situation is still 
better. In table XI the convergence 
of the elastic p-wave ττπ cross 
section at an energy of 0.77 GeV 
is shown. Also here the results 
turn out to stabilize very fast. 
Table Χ: ρ pole positions for „. . , ^  . . ,. 
Finally we have plotted in fig. 23 
different numbers of ^-shells. .. ,. . - . , _ 
the radial qq wave function of the 
J/ψ for respectively 3, 10 and 20 delta functions. From this plot the 
convergence seems to be even more convincing. 
N<) 
10 
20 
50 
100 
200 
ρ pole energy 
0.73291 - i χ 
0.73563 - i χ 
0.73650 - i χ 
0.73667 - i χ 
0.73672 - i χ 
in GeV 
0.07282 
0.07594 
0.07722 
0.07750 
0.07760 
Θ0 
ол • 
0.3 -
0.2 • 
0.1 · 
^ 
• 
• 
• 
u.u-- 1 
1 
\ 
4 
\ 
vs. 
1 
2 
\ 
4, \ ^ 
1 
3 
Ч ^ 
1 
4 
1 
5 6 
Fig. 23: Radial qq wave funotion (GeV3'2) of J/ψ /or 3(···), 10( ) and 20( ) i-ehelU в. r (GeV~ ) . 
Νδ 
10 
20 
50 
100 
200 
σ in Gev" 
ππ 
2Θ9.0Θ 
289.99 
289.88 
289.83 
289.81 
As we have mentioned earlier, a 
generalization of the method, which 
allows the use of diagonal and off-
diagonal potentials of any shape, has 
been presented already [Du 82]. 
Table XI: ππ croas section for 
different numbers of S-shells. 
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SAMENVATTING 
De explosieve toename van het aantal nieuw gedetecteerde elemen-
taire deeltjes gedurende de afgelopen dertig jaar heeft vele hoge-
energie-fysici aangezet tot het zoeken naar nog fundamenteler bouw-
stenen van de materie. Met de presentatie van het quarkmodel in 1964 
werd een belangrijke doorbraak tot stand gebracht in dit streven om 
orde te scheppen in de chaos van honderden verschillende en voor het 
overgrote deel uiterst onstabiele 'elementaire' deeltjes. Volgens dit 
model zijn hadronen, sterk interagerende deeltjes die veruit in de 
meerderheid zijn, opgebouwd uit zgn. quarks, en wel uit drie (q ) in 
het geval van baryonen zoals proton en neutron, en één quark en één 
antiquark (qq) in het geval van mesonen. Door deze quarks, drie in 
getal, zeer specifieke quantumgetallen toe te kennen, waaronder een 
fractionele lading, konden de meeste eigenschappen van de toen bekende 
hadronen op simpele wijze verklaard worden. Vrije quarks zijn echter 
nooit waargenomen, louter hun existentie binnen hadronen is op over-
tuigende wijze experimenteel aangetoond. Het was duidelijk dat slechts 
een theorie die de interacties tussen de quarks zou kunnen beschrijven 
eventueel in staat zou zijn een verklaring te geven voor het verschijn-
sel van quarkopsluiting, confinement genaamd. Sinds 1973 bestaat er 
zo'η theorie, quantum-chromodynamica of kortweg QCD, die veel overeen­
komst vertoont met quantum-electrodynamica (QED), welke de interacties 
tussen geladen deeltjes beschrijft. Sedertdien is men er echter nog 
altijd niet in geslaagd confinement direct vanuit QCD af te leiden, 
vooral doordat het hier om een gebied van de theorie gaat waar geen 
storingsberekeningen zijn toegestaan. Voor de beschrijving van hadronen 
8Θ 
neemt men daarom vaak zijn toevlucht tot fenomenologische quarkmodellen, 
waarin confinement a priori is ingebouwd d.m.v. bindende potentialen 
of specifieke randvoorwaarden. Een extra stimulans voor de ontwikkeling 
van potentiaalmodellen was de ontdekking van het bestaan van twee 
nieuwe, zware quarks in resp. 1974 en 1977, omdat (qq-) systemen 
bestaande uit zulke massieve quarks wellicht niet-relativistisch 
behandeld zouden kunnen worden. Vele zgn. quarkoniummodellen werden 
daarop ontwikkeld, sommige deels gebaseerd op perturbatieve QCD-bereke-
ningen, andere puur fenomenologisch. 
In dit proefschrift wordt een nieuw potentiaalmodel voor mesonen 
behandeld dat enerzijds aansluit bij de bovengenoemde beschrijvings­
wij ze van confinement, anderzijds een vaak onderschat facet van hadron-
fysica nl. sterk verval ook in rekening tracht te brengen. Immers zoals 
boven reeds aangestipt zijn de meeste hadronen, die dan ook resonanties 
genoemd worden, zeer onstabiele deeltjes die in een extreem korte tijd 
-23 
(~ 10 sec.) uiteenvallen in andere hadronen. De mogelijk aanzien­
lijke invloed van dergelijke sterke vervalprocessen, ook als ze 
slechts virtueel kunnen plaatsvinden, op hadronspectra behoort dan ook 
mede beschouwd te worden in spectroscopische berekeningen. De imple­
mentatie van sterk verval in het model wordt gerealiseerd via het 
meerkanaals Schrfidinger-formalisme. Hierbij wordt een qq-kanaal dat 
de permanent gebonden quarks beschrijft gekoppeld aan verscheidene 
vrije tweemesonkanalen, al dan niet open afhankelijk van de energie. 
De overgangen tussen quark- en mesonkanalen worden verondersteld plaats 
te vinden via het Ρ - of wel quarkpaarcreatie-mechanisme, wat 
beschreven wordt m.b.v. een fenomenologische overgangspotentiaal en 
bijbehorende transitiematrixelementen. Voor de 'confining' potentiaal 
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wordt een harmonische oscillator met constante frequentie genomen, 
welke keuze vooral gebaseerd is op duidelijke regelmatigheden In de 
radíele spectra van diverse mesonen. Voor het kunnen beschrijven van 
zowel pseudoscalaire als vector-mesonen wordt een spinafhankelijke 
interactieterm toegevoegd die voort zou moeten komen uit laagste-orde 
QCD-processen. Verder wordt er een kinematisch relativistische 
modificatie aangebracht ten einde rekening te houden met mogelijk 
relativistische snelheden in sommige mesonkanalen, als ook enige feno-
menologische aanpassingen. De vergelijkingen worden opgelost door 
gebruikmaking van een methode waarbij de overgangspotentiaal benaderd 
wordt met deltafuncties. Dit resulteert in expliciete uitdrukkingen 
voor de S-matrix en andere grootheden, wat zeer belangrijk is voor de 
handelbaarheid van de polen in de S-matrix die de mesonische resonan-
ties en gebonden toestanden moeten representeren. Ook kan dankzij deze 
benaderingsmethode de benodigde (computer-) rekentijd binnen redelijke 
perken worden gehouden. De resultaten die vooral massa's en breedtes 
van mesonen en allerlei strooiingsgegevens omhelzen worden getoetst 
aan het experiment en bediscussieerd. Deze blijken veelbelovend te zijn, 
hoewel diverse verbeteringen en correcties voorgesteld worden, en de 
noodzaak om sterk verval in rekening te brengen onomstotelijk aan te 
tonen. 
De opzet van dit proefschrift is als volgt: 
In hoofdstuk I wordt na een uitvoerige inleiding het model in al zijn 
facetten uiteengezet en worden de vergelijkingen opgelost. Hoofdstuk II 
is gewijd aan verschillende aspecten van het vinden en volgen van 
S-matnx-polen en aan een schets van het gebruikte computerprogramma. 
In hoofdstuk III worden de resultaten gepresenteerd, waar mogelijk 
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vergeleken met experimentele gegevens, en uitvoerig van konmentaar 
voorzien. Tenslotte worden er suggesties aan de hand gedaan ter verbe-
tering en uitbreiding van het model. 
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De waarde die men moet hechten aan de resultaten van fenomenologische 
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IV 
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R.L. Jaffe en F.E. Low, Phys.Rev. D 19, 2105 
(1979); 
W. van der Sanden, L. Somers en P. Timmers, 
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V 
In hun verhandeling over strooiing van licht in vloeibare kristallen 
maken Stephen en Straley bij het berekenen van de fluctuatie in de 
vrije energie een ongeoorloofde keuze van een voorkeursrichting voor 
de impulsoverdracht. 
M. J. Stephen en J.P. Straley, Rev.Mod.Phys. 
46_, 669 (1974). 
VI 
De ontzenuwing van de mythe volgens welke Evariste Galois al zijn baan-
brekend werk op het gebied van de groepentheorie pas in de ene nacht 
voorafgaand aan zijn dood in een duel op papier zou hebben gezet, doet 
niets af aan de grootheid van dit wiskundige genie. 
T. Rothman, Soientifia American, april 1982, 
p. 112. 
VII 
Uitspraken van politici, dat zi] wel begrip hebben voor de bezorgdheid 
en angst die zou spreken uit het optreden van de vredesbewegingen, 
geven blijk van een flagrante miskenning van de duidelijk politieke en 
beargumenteerde keuzen die m brede kringen van deze bewegingen gemaakt 
worden. 
VIII 
De argumenten van de Westeuropese regeringen om geen economische 
sancties tegen Israël af te kondigen naar aanleiding van de bloedige 
invasie in Libanon komen uiterst ongeloofwaardig over in het licht van 
de snelheid en eenstemmigheid waarmee werd besloten tot het nemen van 
dergelijke maatregelen tegen Argentinië na de, qua aantal onschuldige 
slachtoffers en violatie van het internationaal recht, minder verstrek-
kende bezetting van de Falkland Eilanden. 
IX 
Gezien de hardhandige onderdrukking van de arbeiders- en boerenbeweging 
door de Poolse militaire machthebbers is het waarschijnlijk aan 
infiltratie van Solidarnoáá-leden in het censuurapparaat te danken dat 
de werken van Marx en Engels nog niet verboden zijn als zijnde 
'opruiend' en 'systeemondermijnend'. 
χ 
De huidige regering van de V.S. is met haar onverholen steun aan 
diverse extreem rechtse dictaturen in Latijns-Amerika de ideale pleit­
bezorger voor het op den duur aan de macht komen van llnks-revolutio-
naire volksbewegingen in die landen. 
XI 
Met het oog op de huidige politieke machtsverhoudingen in Nederland 
en in het bijzonder binnen het CDA is het toe te juichen dat erfop­
volging slechts op het koningshuis van toepassing is. 
XII 
Het oordeel van bridgearbiters bij ethische arbitragegevallen zou vaak 
anders uitvallen, indien de protesterende partij alvorens te antwoorden 
op de vraag hoe lang de denkpauze van de tegenpartij dan wel geduurd 
heeft er evenlang het zwijgen toe zou doen. 
XIII 
Enige neiging tot egotrippen is promovendi bij het formuleren van 
stellingen bij hun proefschrift veelal niet vreemd, zoals ook het 
bovenstaande weer lijkt te bevestigen. 
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